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This dissertation presents studies on some problems in probabilty theory. These 
problems are about random logistic maps or resource bounded measure. Resource 
bounded measure is an application of probabilty theory in theoretical computer sci­
ence. The dissertation begins with a background section that first introduces the 
definitions and some previous work of random logistic maps and resource bounded 
measure. After this, it discusses the significance of the study of random logistic maps 
and resource bounded measure. 
After the general introduction, the dissertation is organized into five papers. The 
first two papers have been published, they are "Random logistic maps-I" (with 
K.B.Athreya) Journal of Theoretical Probability, volume 13, number 2(April 2000) 
595-608 and "A result regarding convergence of random logistic maps", Statistics and 
Probability Letters, 47(2000), 11-14 respectively. The third and fourth papers have 
been accepted for publication by Annals of Probability and Information and Compu­
tation respectively. The fifth paper is under review. 
The first three papers in this dissertation are about random logistic maps. A ran­
dom logistic map is a map mapping x to Cx(l — x), where x is in [0,1] and C is a 
random variable that is concentrated on [0,4]. In the first paper, we provide some 
sufficient conditions for the existence of an invariant probability on (0,1) and some 
sufficient conditions for the nonexistence of invariant probability measures on (0,1) 
as well. In the second paper, we study the problem of the uniqueness of invariant 
probability measure on (0,1), when there exists an invariant probability on (0,1). We 
give some sufficient conditions for the invariant probability measure to be unique. In 
2 
the third paper, We provide an example where C takes only two values such that 
there exist two distinct invariant probability distributions supported by the open 
interval (0,1). The fourth and fifth papers are about resource bounded measure. In 
the fourth paper, we prove a consequence of Lutz's Strong Hypothesis. In the fifth 
paper, we prove a stronger version of Resource-Bounded Kolmogorov Zero-One Law. 
At the end of the dissertation are the sections of general conclusions and litera­
ture cited. All the literature cited in the general introduction, five papers and general 
conclusions axe listed in the latter section. 
Background. 
Random logistic maps 
The logistic map maping x  to f ( x )  = Cx( 1 — x )  on [0,1] where C  is a constant 
in [0,4] is well known in the literature. It is of great importance in the study of 
dynamical systems (see, for example, Devaney (1989), Holmgren (1994), Graczyk and 
Swiatek (1997)). It is also of equally great importance in the study of population 
models with competition and density dependence (see, for example, May (1976), 
Klebaner and Zeitouni (1996)). Much is known about the behavior of the dynamical 
system orbits {z, /($), f(f(x)),... , f^n\x),... } where f(x) = Cx( 1 — x) and C is 
fixed at the same value in [0,4]. For instance, it is known that for C < 1, f^n\x) 
approaches to 0 for all x and for 1 < C < 3, approaches to 1 — i for all x ^ 0 and 
as C increases from 3, the orbit gets close to some cycles whose size jumps by a factor 
of 2 (period doubling) and near C=3.56699, the orbits became very 'chaotic' for all 
x 0. There are also many results about the existence of an invariant probability 
distribution TT on (0,1) so that if XQ is chosen according to TT, then CXo(l — XQ) 
would also be distributed according to TT. For instance, it is known that if C = 4, 
then the probability measure whose density is proportional to (z(l — a:))-i on (0,1) 
is invariant. In 1997, Graczyk and Swiatek (1997) settled a long-standing conjecture 
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that the set of values C for which f has a stable periodic orbit is open and dense in 
(0,4]. Also much is not known. This is an active area of current research. 
Bhattacharya and Rao (1993) studied the case that C is a random variable rather 
than a constant. Bhattacharya and Rao (1993) focus mainly on the case when C,- take 
only two values. There is also the recent work of Gyllenberg et al (1994) where he 
considers the model Xn+1 = Cn+iXne~aXn on (0, oo) with a > 0, {Cn} i.i.d. He also 
considers stochasticity in the carrying capacity via the model Xn+i = Xnere~a^nXri 
on (0, oo) where r and a are constants and {£n} are i.i.d. 
Resource-bounded measure 
Resource-bounded measure is a complexity-theoretic generalization of classical 
measure theory. Since its introduction in 1992, a lot of progress has been made 
in this field. 
Resource-bounded measure is defined by using martingales, which axe strategies 
for betting on whether or not strings belong to a language (subset of {0,1}*). Mar­
tingales were introduced by Ville (1939) and were used extensively in the 1970's by 
Schnorr (1970) in his investigation of random sequences. Formally, a martingale is a 
function d : {0,1}* —> [0, oo) such that 2d{w) = d(wl) + d(w0) for any w € {0,1}*. 
A martingale d is said to succeed on an infinite sequence x if limsupn_>00 d(x[Q..n — 
1]) = +oo. S°°[cZ] := {x E C such that d succeeds on a;}, where Cantor Space C is 
the class of all infinite binary sequences. 
We say d covers an infinite sequence x if there is a n £ iV such that <i(z[0..n — 1]) > 
1. 
Briefly speaking, if A is a resource bound (an appropriate class of functions from 
{0,1}* into {0,1}*), then A induces measure structure on a corresponding class R{A) 
of decision problems in the following way. We say that a set X of infinite sequences 
has measure 0 in R{A) and write /i(X|i2(A)) = 0 if there is a martingale d that 
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succeeds on every element of X D i?(A) and is computable in the resource bound 
A. We say that X has measure 1 in R(A) and we write ^(X|i2(A)) = 1 if Xe, the 
complement of X in Cantor space C, has measure 0 in R(A). 
When A is the class of all functions from {0,1}* into {0,1}*, R( A) is the Cantor 
space C. In this case, the above definition is known (Ville (1939)) to b-e equivalent 
to the classical definition of Lebesgue measure 0 and Lebesgue measure 1 subsets 
of C. However, Lutz (1992) showed that A can be also chosen so thai: i2(A) is a 
computationally interesting, countable subset of C, such as RJEC (the- class of all 
decidable languages), E = U^=1DTIME(2cn), E2 = U^=1DTIME(2n'= ), etc., and 
that the above definition yields nontrivial, useful measures in such classes. 
Significance of the study 
Random logistic maps is an interesting research area. In many applications of the 
logistic map dynamics the constant C is measured only up to some degree of accuracy 
and also may be subject to small variations over time. In such cases it may be more 
realistic to assume that there is some ideal value Co that is driving the dynamics but 
CxCs for n > 1 are all very close to Co, but the errors may go on either side, modelled 
by, for example, a uniform distribution on (Co — e, Co + e) for some small e. 
In biological applications such as population dynamics the evolution equation 
Xn+i = Cn+1Xn(l — Xn) reflects the fact that for small values of JSfn,Xn+i is 
growing linearly with growth rate Cn-n while for large values of Xn this is affected 
by competition and is reflected by the factor (1 — Xn). The growth ra-te Cn+1 at 
period [n, n + 1] is subject to environ m entai fluctuations and is quite reasonable to 
assume these are stochastic rather than deterministic. 
Even if we were only interested in the case of a fixed value Co, the behavior as 
e approaches to 0, of the sequence {X® }q° when {Cn}^° are independent uniform 
(Co — e, Co + e) random variables may provide some insight into the deterministic 
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case. 
In the study of size dependent branching processes (see Klebaner (1997)) the 
z
" population size { Z n }  evolves as follows: Given Zn = k, Zn+i = 53 Cn.j where 
i=i 
{£nj = i = 1,2, — } are independent and identically distributed with an offspring 
distribution Fk that depends on k. Suppose the environment changes in a random 
fashion, then {i7*} becomes a random sequence. If K denotes the carrying capacity 
and X% = -^p- is the population density, then we may write 
Zn 
xi+i = ^ s(e„,|z„)+xa £>„,/ - mnj\z«)) 
y=i 
and if E { ^ n l \ Z n )  is of the form Cn+i(l — then the sequence {Xff} may be 
viewed as a random perturbation of the random dynamical system 
Xn+1 = Cn+iXn(l — Xn) 
It is found that the random logistic maps problem leads to some interesting and 
non-trivial theoretical questions for some of which answers have been found. 
Resource-bounded measure is important. It provides a powerful mathematical tool 
to solve problems in theoretical computer science. It has been used to solve many 
problems in theoretical computer science. It has also been used to simplify many 
known proofs considerably. It is closely related to the structrue of many important 
complexity classes as well as algorithmic randomness and algorithmic information. 
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RANDOM LOGISTIC MAPS - I 
A paper published in 
Journal of Theoretical Probability, 
volume 13, number 2 ( April 2000) 595-608. 
K.B.Athreya and Jack Dai* 
Department of Mathematics 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50011-2064 
Abstract: Let {C,}o° be a sequence of independent and identically distributed 
random variables with values in [0,4]. Let {Xn}£° be a sequence of random variables 
with values in [0,1] defined recursively by XN+I = CN+IXN ( 1 — XN). It is shown here 
that: 
i) SlnCi < 0 XN —> 0 w.p.l. 
ii) .ElnCi = 0 =>• XN —> 0 in probability 
iii) EhxCi > 0,E\ln(4 — C\)| < oo =>- There exists a probability measure TT such 
that 7r(0,1) = 1 and TT is invariant for {Xn}. 
iv) If there exists an invariant probability measure TT such that TT{0} = 0, then 
.ElnCi > 0 and — f ln(l — x)ir(dx) = SlnCi-
v) ElnCi > 0,E\ln(4 — Ci)| < oo and {Xn} is Harris irreducible implies that 
the probability distribution of XN converges in the Cesaro sense to a unique 
probability distribution on (0,1) for all XQ ^ 0. 
1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. 60J05, 92D25. 
Key words and, phrases, random logistic maps, invariant measure. 
*This research was supported by National Science Foundation Grant CCR-9610461 
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1. Introduction. 
The logistic map x —>• /(x) =  C x ( l  —  x )  on [0,1] where C is a constant in [0,4] 
is well known in the literature. It is of great importance in the study of dynamical 
systems (see, for example, Devaney (1989), Holmgren (1994), Graczyk and Swiatek 
(1997)). It is also of equally great importance in the study of population models 
with competition and density dependence (see, for example, May (1976), Klebaner 
and Zeitouni (1996)). Much is known about the behavior of the dynamical system 
orbits {z, /(z),/(/(x)),... ,/(n)(z),... } where f(x) = Cx(l — x) and as C is fixed 
at the same value in [0,4]. For instance, it is known that for C < 1, (x) —J- 0 for 
all x and for 1 < C <3, f^n\x) —>1 — ^7 for all x ^ 0 and C increases from. 3, the 
orbit gets close to some cycles whose size jumps by a factor of 2 (period doubling) 
and near C = 3 • 56699, the orbits became very 'chaotic' for all x ^ 0. There are also 
many results about the existence of an invariant probability distribution TT on (0,1) 
so that if XQ is chosen according to TT, then CXQ(1 — XQ) would also be distributed 
according to TT. For instance, it is known that if C = 4, then the probability measure 
whose density is proportional to (x(l —z)) —2 on (0,1) is invariant. Just very recently 
Graczyk and Swiatek (1997) have settled a long-standing conjecture that the set of 
values C for which / has a stable periodic orbit is open and dense in (0,4]. Also 
much is not known. This is an active area of current research. 
The main focus of the present work is on the case when the constant C is no 
longer fixed but is allowed to vary in a random fashion over time. That is, we 
generate a sequence of random variables {-XVi}o° by the recursive relation Xn+i = 
Cn+iXn(l — Xn),n = 0,1,2,..., where {Cn}f° is a sequence of random variables. 
Trivially, if all the Cn's are concentrated on a single value C, we are back in the 
case of the original logistic set-up. We will also focus exclusively on the case when 
the {Cn}i° are independent and identically distributed random variables. Some of 
o u r  r e s u l t s  d o  c a r r y  o v e r  t o  w e a k e r  a s s u m p t i o n s  s u c h  a s  { C n }  b e i n g  M a r k o v  o r  { C n }  
being a stationary sequence but we do not deal with these here. 
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Our motivation for studying these came from several sources: 
1) In many applications of the logistic map dynamics the constant C is measured 
only up ~to some degree of accuracy and also may be subject to small variations 
over timae. In such cases it may be more realistic to assume that there is some 
ideal value Co that is driving the dynamics but C„'s for n > 1 are all very 
close to Co, but the errors may go on either side, modelled by, for example, 
a uniform, distribution on (Co — £, Co + e) for some small e. 
2) In biological applications such as population dynamics the evolution equation 
X n + 1  =  C n + i X n (  1  —  X n )  r e f l e c t s  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  f o r  s m a l l  v a l u e s  o f  X n , X n + i  
is growing linearly with growth rate Cn+I while for large values of Xn this is 
affected by competition and is reflected by the factor (1 — Xn)- The growth 
rate Cn+-i at period [n, n + 1] is subject to environmental fluctuations and is 
quite reasonable to assume these are stochastic rather than deterministic. 
3) Going back to 1) even if we were only interested in the case of a fixed value Co, 
the beha-vior as e —»• 0, of the sequence when {Cn}i° are independent 
uniform -(Co — e, Co + a) random variables may provide some insight into the 
deterministic case. 
4) In the study of size dependent branching processes (see Klebaner (1997)) 
Zn 
the population size { Z n }  evolves as follows: Given Zn = k, Zn+i = 53 £nj j— i 
where {<f~n.,j = j = 1,2,... } are independent and identically distributed with 
an offspring distribution Fk that depends on k. Suppose the environment 
changes in a random fashion, then {-Ffc} becomes a random sequence. If K 
denotes the carrying capacity and X£ = -^p- is the population density, then 
we may write 
zn  
XH+l = X*E(Çnl\Zn) + Xt \Zn)) 
J=1 
and if E{^rti\Zn) is of the form Cn+i(l — X„), then the sequence {X^} may 
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be viewed as a random perturbation of the random dynamical system 
-Xn+l = Cn+1-Xn(l — X n )  
5) Finally, it is found that this problem leads to some interesting and non-trivial 
theoretical questions for some of which answers have been found. 
To be sure, random logistic maps have been studied in the literature (see Bhat­
tacharya and Rao (1993), Kifer (1988) and the references therein). Bhattacharya 
and Rao (1983) focus mainly on the case when C,- take only two values. Kifer con­
siders the point ^ 3 in the motivation in connection with Misurewicz maps. There 
is also the recent work of Gyllenberg et al (1994) where they consider the model 
Xn+1 = Cn+iXne~aXn on (0, oo) with a > 0, {Cra} i.i.d. They also consider stochas-
ticity in the carrying capacity via the model Xn+i = Xnere~a^nXn on (0, oo) where 
r and a are constants and {£„} are i.i.d. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section the existence of 
an invariant probability measure TT that is not degenerate at 0 is studied. Two sets of 
conditions are given: one necessary for the existence and another for sufficiency. In 
Section 3 the question of the asymptotic behavior of as n —>• oo is addressed. 
Here there is a natural trichotomy resulting from the work in Section 2 depending 
on Slog Ci being less than, equal to, or great than 0. 
2. Existence of nontrivial stationary distribution. 
Let be a sequence of independent and identically distributed random vari­
ables with values in [0,4]. Let {X„}q° be a Markov chain with state space [0,1] 
defined by 
Xn+i = Cn+iXn(l — Xn) for n  =  0,1,2,... . (1) 
The goal of this section is to look for conditions on the distribution of Ci so that there 
is a stationary distribution TT, i.e., if XQ is distributed as TT, then X\ also has distribu­
tion 7r. For such a TT, XQ and X\ we have by (1) P(X\ = 0) = P(Xo = 0) + P(XQ = 
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1)+P(0 < XQ < l)P(Ci = 0), i.e., 7r{0} = 7r{0}+7r{l}+7r(0,1)P(C\ = 0). It follows 
that i) for any stationary distribution TT, TT{1} = 0, ii) the delta measure S0 at 0 is 
a stationery distribution, iii) if P{C\ = 0) > 0 then 8Q is the only stationery distri­
bution. The real question then is: are there other TT'S, that is, for which TT(0, 1) > 0. 
For, if TT is stationary and TT{0} < 1, then we can write TT as TT = TT{0}5O + (1 — 7r{0})7r 
where TT is a probability distribution such that TF(0, 1) = 1 and the stationarity of TT 
and SQ unplies that of TT. In what follows, we use invariant and stationary as meaning 
the same. 
There is a well-known procedure of finding invariant probability measures for 
Markov chains that possess a smoothness property known as Feller property. A tran­
sition function P(-, •) (or the associated Markov chain {Xn}) has the Feller property 
if 
E ( h ( X 1 ) \ X 0  =  x„) - +  E ( h ( X i)|X0 =  x )  
for every sequence xn —¥ x and h a bounded continuous function on the state space 
S which is assumed to be a Borel subset of complete separable metric space. That 
is, P{xn, •) converges to distribution to P(x, -) whenever xn —y x. For such a chain 
{Xn} the occupation measures are defined by 
f n , x ( A )  =  '  ( 2 )  
being the expected proportion of visits to A during the first n steps starting from 
XQ = x. 
Suppose that for some x and some sequence {ro^}, fJ.nk,x converges in distribution 
to a probability measure fj. Then y. is invariant as the following calculation shows: 
/
Ttfc-l -




P n * ( x , - ) - P ° ( x , . )  
On the other hand by the Feller property P(y, •) is a weakly continuous function of 
y and so 
Since for our model (1) the state space S is [0,1], the occupation measure {/^n,x(-) = 
n = 1,2,... , x E [0,1]} are tight and hence for each x, there exist such that 
fJ-n k ,x  converge weakly to a probability measure TT that is invariant. Our first result 
gives a necessary condition for the existence of a nontrivial invariant TT. 
Theorem 1. Let IT be an invariant probability measure for the Markov chain {Xn} 
Proof. Let XQ have distribution TT. Then, by invariance of TT, X\ also has distribution 
TT. Since XI = CIX0(l — XQ), we get 
defined by (1). Let tt{0} = 0. Then 
1) E\lnCi| < oo 
2) ElnCi > 0 
3) SlnCi = — f  ln(l — x)7r( d x )  
(0,1) 
InX\ — InCx -(- lnXo -(-ln(l —-XQ)- (3) 
If it is known that E | In XQ | < oo, then taking expectation of InXi — lnXo, we 
could conclude that E\\n.Ci\ < oo,SinC\ = —Eln(l — XQ) and EInCi > 0. But a 
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truncation argument avoids having to make this assumption. 
Let YI = — lnXx, YQ = — lnXo, T? = InCi, and. Z = — ln(l — XQ) + RJ~ where for 
any real number a+ = max(a, 0) and a~ = max(—a,0). Clearly Z is a nonnegative 
random variable. Then by (3) 
Z = Y1-Y0+r ] + .  (4) 
For a positive integer fc let 
Zk = YL A k — YQ A k + 77+, where a A b = min(a, 6). (5) 
Since C\ < 4, Erf7' < oo. Also since 1Q and lx are nonnegative and have the same 
distribution E(Y\ A fc) = A AT) < OO. Thus, 
EZK = ERJ+ < oo. 
Also for each A; < oo, Z& is a nonnegative random variable since 
on Ax = {Fx > fc,F0 > fc}, Z k  = rj+ > 0, 
on A% = {Yj. > K,YO < fc}, — fc — Yq + ^ 0 
on A3 = {Yx •< fc, 1Q > fc}, = Yx — fc + 77 
>yi—lro + T7 = Z>0 and 
on A4 = {Fx < fc, lo < fc}, ^ > 0. 
As fc f 00, Zk —^ Z w.p.l, we have by Fatou's Lemma, S.Z' < HmEZk = S?7+ < 00 
and by (4) we get .E|Yx —Yô | < 00. Also by definition of Z, Z > rj~ implying Erj~ < 00 
and hence E\rj\  <  0 0  and E{— ln(l  — Xo)) < 0 0 .  Also since \a A k — b A fc|  < \a — b\ 
for fc, a, 6 in R+, we have 0 < Zk < \Y± — Yo| + rj+, which is integrable. So by the 
dominated convergence theorem lim& EZk = EZ. 
But since EZK — ER}+ for all fc, it follows from (4) that EZ = ET]+ and that 
E ( —  ln(l — XQ)) = Erj+ — Erf = Erj = E In C± 
But P(X0 > 0) > 0. So S(— ln(l — Xo)) > 0 and hence SlnCx > 0. • 
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Corollary 1. Let EhiCi < 0- Then a) So is the only invariant probability measure; 
Tt — 1 
b) for any x in [0,1], £tn,x(") = 53 PJ(x-> ') converges weakly to So; c) the empirical 
o ft — 1 
measure Vn(A) = ^ 53 ^ a ( X j )  c o n v e r g e s  w e a k l y  t o  S o  i n  p r o b a b i l i t y  f o r  a n y  i n i t i a l  
o 
distribution of Xo. 
We now prove a partial converse to Theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. Let SlnCi >0 and E\ ln(4—C)| < oo. Then, there exists an invariant 
probability tr such that tt{0} = 0. 
Proof. Since any weak limit point of {/ira,x} as in (2) is invariant, it is enough to prove 
that at least one of these limit points is not SQ . For, if TT is an invariant probability 
measure that is not <£Q, then TT can be written as TT{0}JO + (1 — 7r{0})7r, where TT 
is an invariant probabiHty measure such that TT(0, 1) = 1. Suppose, for all z, y.n,x 
converges (in distribution) to SQ. We will show that this implies ElnCi ^ 0. Taking 
logs in (1), we get 
In Xji-j-i — In Xn — In Cn+i ~f~ ln( 1 — Xn ) 
and hence 
n+l n+1 n 
£(ln X ,  - lnX,-,) = J21* C j  + ]T ln(l - X j ) .  (6) 
j= 1 j= 1 0 
Since for j  > 1 , X j  < implying |ln(l — Xj)| < In ( l  — , we conclude that 
E\ ln(l — X j ) | < oo. Thus, taking expectations in (6), we have, with XQ = x, 
1 1 i n 
—E(H.XN+1 - lnXo) = —2 XJ InCy + — Ç Sln(l - *J) 
= EhiCi + J ln(l — y)fj , n +i ,x(dy).  
Since | ln(l — X j )  | < In ^1 — , the family of random variables 
r i . 
< ^xï 53 ln(l — X j )  :  n  >  0 > is uniformly integrable for each XQ =  x  in (0,1) and 
I 3=0 J 
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so if ( j . n j X  converges weakly to 60 then /ln(l — y) f j n + x ,x{dy)  must go to zero. Thus, 
the right-side of (7) goes to EhiCi- But the left-side of (7) is always less than or 
equal to — which goes to zero. This yields EhxC\ <0 as claimed. • 
Definition 1. We say the random logistic system {Xn} defined by (1) is subcritical, 
critical and supercritical according to Ela.C\ < 0, = 0 and > 0, respectively. This is 
in analogy with branching process and Markov chains terminologies. 
3. Convergence of {Xn}. 
In this section we address the question of convergence of {Xn} as n goes to infinity. 
There is a natural trichotomy depending on the critical!ty. 
3.1. Subcritical case: SlnCi <0 
Theorem 3. If EhxCx < 0, then Xn = 0(An) w.p.l. as n —)- 00 for any À < 1 such 
that In A > EhiC\ and hence Xn —y 0 w.p.l. 
Proof. Since 0 < Xn < CnXn_ 1, it follows that 
n 
0 < x n <  C n C n . . .  C i X 0  <  I J  C j .  
1 
By the strong law of large numbers 
1 n 
— InCy —>• SlnCi < 0 w.p.l 
n -f—1' J=I 
n 
implying that %% Cj = 0{A") w.p.l. as n —ï 00 for any A such that In A > 
i=1 
ElnCi. •  
Theorem 3 can be refined as follows. 
Theorem 4. Let E]XLC\ <0 and S(lnCi)2 < 00. then for any Xo = x > 0 
A AT(0,1) 
v n a 
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where fi = E In Ci, and a2 = variance ofhxC\-
Proof. Clearly, 
n—1 






= X>C, + ]T>(1-X>). 
0 0 
So by the central limit theorem and Slutsky's Theorem (Durret (1996)) it suffices to 
show 
OO 
Since ln(l — x) = 0{x) for x small, by Theorem 3, I ki(l ~ Xj) | < oo w.p.l. and 
o 
so we are done. • 
Remark 1. The above argument can be adapted to the case when InCi is in the 
domain of attraction of a stable law Ga of order a to conclude that tn X^~a" ——* Ga 
for some appropriate sequences {an} and {6n}. 
3.2. Critical case: SlnCi = 0 
Theorem 5. If E hi Ci = 0 then Xn — 0 .  
Proof. Let for any C in [0,4] and x in [0,1 ]fc(x) = Cx( 1 —  x )  and 
gc(x) — min{|, Cx(l — x)}. Clearly, 0 < gc(x) < fc{%)- Further, gc a monotone 
nondecreasing map of [0, to itself. Let be i.i.d. r.v. with values in [0,4]. 
Let {JY"n}o° and {Yn}o° be Markov chains obtained by the i.i.d. iteration schemes 
and 
Xn+i — fcn+i(Xn) 
Yn+1 = 9cn+iiYn)-
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We now make the following claims: 
Claim 1. If XQ =Yq=X<j and 0 < e < \  then PX(XN > e) < PX{YN > e).  
Claim 2. If YN<X stands for YN with YQ = x then for each realization of {C,} and each 
n YUIX is nondecreasing in x in [0, |-]. 
Claim 3. Y i_ — 0 .  FT, 2 
Accepting the claims for the moment we prove the theorem as follows. 
Since Xi = CiX0(l-X0) < ^ , P X  (Xi < J) > P { C X  < 2) = 5 > 0 as SlogCi = 
0 implies P{C\ < 1) > 0. Thus, for any x in [0,1], Px (Xn < j for some n > l) = 1. 
So it is enough to prove that for each 0 < e < j and 0 < x < \ 
P x ( X n  >  e )  — >  0 .  
By Claims 1 and 2 for such x and e 
P4X« >e)< P r (Yn  >e )<P (y„ ; i  > e) 
and the last term goes to zero by Claim 3, thus proving Theorem 5. 
Proof of Claim 1. We show by induction that for 0 < x < X„iX < | =>-| > 
YNJX > YN,X and XnjX > ^ YN,X = |  where X„,x and YN<X stand for Xn and YN 
with X0 — YQ = x. Since X^Q — YQ — x, ^ X\^X — fc\ ^ 9ci(*^) — Y~\iX and so 
XI,X < - /CI(A^) < G 
^Ci (ar) — /ci (x) => = XxjX 
while 
Xi,r > ^ => /Cl(x) > | =i> firebar) = ^ 
1 
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so the induction step for n = 1 holds. Assume its validity for n < fc. In the following 
we drop the suffix x. Suppose Xk < Then by induction hypothesis, > Yk > 
Xk =>- C f c + iFt(l  — ifc) > Ck+iXk{l — %&) = (since for any 0 < C <4,x(l  — x) 
is monotone increasing in [0, |]) =>- YÂt+i = 9Ck+l(Yk) > min {|,Xfc+i}. Thus, Xk < 
2 ' Xk+i < \ =£- Yk+1 = Xfc+i while Xk < ^ Yk+\ > ^ Ft+i = 
since Y&+1 < 
Next suppose Xk > Then, by induction hypothesis, Yk = ^, so Yk+\ = 
^-^{2)^+14} — m^n{ï'-^'fc-n}- Thus, Xk > j,Xk+i < j => Yk+x = Xk+i while 
Xk > \,Xk+i > \ =£• Yk+1 > \ =>• Yfc+i = j. The induction step is now verified 
for fc + 1 and so we are done. Now for any e > 0,0 < x < |, e < Xn,x < \ =$• \ > 
Yn,x > XnjX > s and Xn,x > | ={• Fn,x = \ > e. Thus P(Xn>x > e) < P(Fn,x > e) 
establishing Claim 1. • 
Proof of Claim 2. Since for each C, gc(')  is monotone nondecreasing in [O, \\, 
0 < x < x ' < i = j >  F l i X  <  Y I , X '  F 2 , r  <  F 2 , X '  
=> yn,x < Fn.x' for every n. • 
Proof of Claim 3. The Markov chain {Yn} is also Feller and has a compact state 
n — 1 
space [O, |]. We now claim that the occupation measures /^tX(-) = 7^ 53 ^(Xj£') 
0 
converge weakly to the delta measure JO at 0. If not, there would be a stationary 
probability measure TT for {Fn} such that 7r{0} = 0. If IO is distributed as IT then 
Y 1 <C 1 Yo{ l -Yo)  
and so 
(In Ci)+ + In YQ — In Y\ > (In Ci) + (— ln(l — Yô)). 
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1 we can conclude that E\h iCx  \  < 00, 
0 < ETT(— ln(l — >0)) < 00 and ElnCi > 0. 
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Thus SlnCi = 0 implies that no such TT exists and so —y So weakly as 
asserted. This means that for any 0 < e 
0 
So for every S > 0,3no = n(e, S) such that 
By Markov property, for any j > 1 
P {Yno+j,! > €•) — EP {Xn0,YjtS > &) 
5 f K.» > 0 
by the monotonicity in Claim 2, and so < 8. 
So we have shown that for any 0 < e and 8 > 0, there exists no such that 
P  { Y n , x  > s ) < 8  for all n  >  n 0  
and hence we are done proving Claim 3 and hence Theorem 5. • 
3.3. Supercritical case SlnCi >0 
Next we turn to the supercritical case. 
Definition. A Markov chain {-Xn} is ip irreducible (also called Harris irreducible) 
(see Nummelin (1984)) for some cr-finite measure on its state space (S, s) if y(A) > 0 
implies PX(TA_ < oo) > 0 for all x in (0,1) where TA = inf{n : n > 1, XN 6 A} is the 
first passage time into A. 
Theorem 6. Let the distribution of Ci be such that for some cr-finite measure <p the 
chain {-X"n} is irreducible on (0,1). Let EhiCi >0 and E\ln(4 — C\)\ < oo. Then 
an unique invariant probability measure IT such that tt(0, 1) = 1 exists and for any x 
71 
in (0, l),^niX(-) = ^ PX(XJ£-) converges to TT in total variation. 
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Proof. It is known (see Athreya and Ney (1978), Nummelin (1978, 1984)) from the 
theory of (Harris) recurrent Markov chains that if a (^-irreducible Markov chain ad-
n 
mits an invariant probability measure 7r then it is unique and /in,x(-) — X) Px{Xj E 
" i 
-) converges to 7r in variation norm. The existence of TT was proved in Theorem 2. • 
Remark 2. It is also known (see the references) that any ^-irreducible MEarkov chain 
{-X"n} admitting an invariant probabihty measure TT satisfies the law of la-rge numbers 
fo r  any  bounded  measu rab le  func t ion  h ,  fo r  any  XQ =  XQ,  
— ^2 h(X j )  —> I  hd -K  w.p.l 
and in particular, for all measurable sets A 
->•*•(A). 
U 1 
Thus in our context, this says that for any XQ = XQ, the empirical c.d.f. of {Xy} 
F n {x )  =  ~#{ j  :  1  <  j  <n ,X j  <  x}  
converges to TT(0, X)  for all r in (0,1). This helps in statistical estimation of TT from 
observing the chain {J„} for a finite number of steps. 
Remark 3. To strengthen the weak convergence of Xn from Cesaro to ordinary in 
Theorem 6, an aperiodic!ty condition is required. See Nummelin (1984) for a discus­
sion on this. 
Remark 4• Unfortunately it is not easy to verify y? irreducibility of {Xn} even when 
we assume that the distribution C\ is absolutely continuous. This question is under 
investigation by the present authors. Bhattacharya and Rao (1993) have staown that if 
there exist 1</^<2<A<4 such that P(FJ < C\ < À) = 1 and C\ has art absolutely 
continuous distribution with a density that is strictly positive on [/n, A], then {-Yn} 
is cp-irreducible where <*p is Lebesgue measure restricted to / = fl — I. If, in 
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addition, À > ^§- — ^+4, then for all x  in J, the transition function P(X i E -|-X*o = x) 
has a density with respect to Lebesgue measure that is bounded below. In this case, 
the chain {JY"n} is aperiodic as well and Px(Xn E •) converges to the unique invariant 
measure that is absolutely continuous and at a geometric rate in total variation. 
Remark 5. For the uniqueness of TT and the weak convergence of Xn to TT, 
9?-irreducibility is not the only sufficient condition. Again Bhattacharya and Rao 
(1993) have shown that i£ 1 < fi < X < 2 and P(yu < C < A) = 1, then there is a 
unique invariant measure TT that is nonatomic and Px(Xn£-) converges to TT in total 
variation at a geometric rate uniformly with respect to x. Further, TT is supported 
by [P^,PA], where = 1 — and p\ = 1 — A similar consideration appHes to the 
case when 2</LZ<A<1 + V5, (J- € 8/A(^ — A), A] and support of C is contained in 
\ji, A]. In both these cases the convergence of Px(Xn E •) to TT in total variation for 
a l l  x  imp l i e s  t ha t  i s  ^ - i r r educ ib l e .  Th i s  i s  a l so  t he  ca se  when  fo r  a l l  x , f i n , x ( - )  
converges to TT in total variation. 
Remark 6. For any homogeneous Markov chain {Xn}§° that has a stationary dis­
t r ibution 7r, the sequence {_X"n}£° becomes a strictly stationary sequence if XQ is 
distributed as TT. For such a sequence, we get by the ergodic theorem, for any mea­
surable set A, if B denotes the event 
Hm i£ / A (*»=Z(A) 
o 
exists, then 7r (B )  = 1. Here Z(A)  is, in general, a random variable. Since for any 
event B defined on {JY"n}o° 
P{B)  =  J P x (B )7r (dx )  
where Px denotes the probability distribution of {X N }  when XQ = x, the above 
ergodic theorem result says that for any measurable set A, 
P x  f lim ^  Y .  IA (XJ )  — Z (A)  exits J = 1. By the bounded convergence theorem we 
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get on taking expectations, the conclusion that for 7r-almost all x 
^ EXZ(A) = 7^(A) say. 
This being true for all A, we can conclude that when {-X"ra} is real valued that for 
7r-almost all z, the sequence of occupation measures fin,x do converge weakly to a 
limit probability measure 7rr(-) that may depend on x and may not coincide with TT. 
For the limit TT x(-) to be independent of x  and for Z(A)  to be nonrandom, we need 
some kind of irreducibility. There are several equivalent conditions for this, such 
as, tail cr-algebra being trivial, the invariant cr-algebra being trivial, being a 
stationary ergodic sequence when XQ is distributed on TT, etc. See Bhattachrya and 
Waymire (1990) for a discussion on this. 
Remark 7. In a recent work (Dai 1999) J. Dai has shown that if for some 
1 < a < b < 4, P(a < C± < b) — 1 and if for some open interval I C (1,3) and 
S  > 0 ,  P{Cie - )  > 5m(- )  where  m( - )  i s  Lebesgue  measu re  t hen  T T  i s  un ique  and  X N  
converges in variation norm geometrically fast uniformly with respect to the initial 
d i s t r ibu t ion  o f  XQ.  
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Abstract. Let {Ct-}o° be i.i.d. random variables with values in [1,4]. Define random 
variables {X„}o° with values in [0,1] by Xn+i = CnXn( 1 — Xn). Then under some 
mild conditions, the probability distribution of Xn converges in variation norm. 
1. Introduction. 
As typical examples for nonlinear dynamical systems, the logistic maps x —> 
f(x) = Cx(l — z) on [0,1], where C is a constant in [0,4], have been extensively 
studied. Let f^(x) = z, /^n+1^(z) = / o f^(x) for n = 0,1,2,.... It is known (see 
Devaney  (1986 ) )  t ha t  f o r  x  6  (0 ,1 ) ,  when  1  <  C <  3 ,  f ^ n \ x )  —>-  1  — ^  and  when  C 
increases from 3, the orbit {x, f(x),f^ (x),..., /(")(a:),... } becomes more and more 
chaotic. 
When a logistic map is used to study natural phenomena, it is reasonable to con­
sider C as a random variable rather than a fixed number. Some research work has 
been done on random logistic maps. 
Let {Cn}^L0 be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables that take value on [0,4]. Let 
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Key words and phrases. Random logistic maps, recurrence, exponentially fast convergence. 
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v be the distribution of Co- Given x E [0,1], recursively define a sequence of random 
variables {Xn}g° by 
-XQ —= X 
Xn+1 =CnXn(l-Xn). 
Bhattacharya and Rao (1993) studied the case that C takes two values f j . ,  A with 
/J. < X. They proved that when 1 < /I < A < 2 or when 2<Ju<A<l + V5 
and fj, E à(4-à) •> ^ ' there exists a unique invariant probability on (0,1) which is 
nonatomic. They also proved that under some conditions, the support of the invari­
ant probability is a Cantor set with Lebesgue measure zero. In Remark 4.1.2, they 
pointed out that ifl</i<2<A<4, supp(i/) Ç [//, A] (now Cn can take values 
other than [/., A), if v has a positive density with respect to Lebesgue measure on 
[/i, A], then there exists a unique invariant probability on 1 — j . (It appears 
that we need the additional condition that 1 — ^<1 — ^to make the above interval 
invariant.) 
In a recent paper Athreya and Dai (1998), it was shown that for arbitrary dis­
tribution v on [0,4], if EhxCo < 0, then Xn converges to zero with probability 1, 
if E In Co > 0 and E ln(4 — Co) ^ —oo, then there exists an invariant probability 
on (0,1). However, the uniqueness of the invariant probability TT on (0,1) or the 
convergence of Xn to TT is not addressed. 
In this paper, we shall give some sufficient conditions for the uniqueness of invari­
ant probability TT on (0,1) as well as convergence of Xn to TT. In what follows, we 
let Cn take values on [az, b'] for some 1 < a' < b' < 4. For convenience, we choose 
a,b such that [a', 6'] C [a, Z>], 1 < a < 2 < b < 4 and 1 — j < 1 — | (such a, b do 
exist). Let I = [l - J, |]. For any c E [a, 6], x E [l - J, f] , cx(l - x) < c • £ < f. 
Since 1<<3<2<6<4 and 1 — i < 1 — so 0 < 1 — ^ < 1 — f < j-
x(l — x) is increasing on [0, |-] and decreasing on [|-, l]. So cx(l — x) > ax(l — x) > 
a min { (l — I) . I, i (l — i)} = a . (l _ I) . I = 1 _ i. So cx(l - x) E [l - J, f ]. 
The re fo re  /  i s  an  inva r i an t  i n t e rva l  f o r  {X n  }g° .  
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In what follows, we use S (A) to denote the class of Borel subsets of A. 
We shall prove the following theorem. 
Theorem. Suppose 
(i) There exists 1<<Z< 2 < 6 < 4  such that 1 — ^  <  1 — F ancZ P(a < Co < 6) = 1-
(ii) For some positive numbers r,s such that (r — e, r + e) C (1,3), there is a 
positive constant A s^c/i that for any B € S((r — e, r -f- e)),Pr[Cn 6 5] > 
Am(5), where m is the Lebesgue measure. Then there is a •probability ir on 
I = [l — |] and constants 0 < K < +oo and 0 < p < 1 such that 
sup sup |p( n \ x ,B )  — 7r(J5)| < Kp n .  
x€l  BGB(I)  
Remark. Thus under the hypothesis of the theorem, the invariant measure TT is unique 
and the congruence of Xn to TT is uniformly exponentially fast. 
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of this theorem. 
2. The Proof of the Theorem. 
The theorem follows the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Let {-Xn} be a Markov chain with state space an interval / C t. Let 
p(n\x, •) be the n-step transition probability. Suppose for some positive integer n, for 
some  0  <  c  <  1  and  d  <  e ,  ( d ,  e )  C I ,  p ( n \ x , - )  =  +  (1  — c)y . x ,  f o r  e ve ry  
x G I, where U(d,e) zs the uniform probability distribution on (<£, e),fix is a probability 
distribution on I,/J.x may depend on x. Then the conclusion of the theorem holds. 
Lemma 2. The hypothesis of the theorem implies the hypothesis of Lemma 1. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is standard. Bhattacharya and Waymire (1990) pages 214— 
215 contain the outline of the proof of a more general result. So we omit the proof 
of Lemma 1. 
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The Proof of Lemma 2. For XQ E /, recursively define a sequence of numbers {xn}J° 
by 
1^+1 — rx~i[\. X{), z 0,1,2, , 
where r is the number in the hypothesis of the theorem, 1 < r < 3. 
Let u  =  u r  = 1 — We shall prove that for any ex > 0, there is a M  E Z+ such 
that for any XQ E /, 
E [u — £i,u + ei]. (2) 
Then we use (2) to prove Lemma 2. 
To prove (2), observe that 
Xi+i—u = rx,-(l—x,-) — ^1 — — 
There are two cases. 
Case 1. 1 < r < 2^2. In this case, when i > 1, Xi = rx,-_i (1 — x,-_i) < So rxz- — 
1 < ^—1. Therefore |1—rx,-| = max{l— rxt-, rx,- — 1} < max {l — r (l — , |-r2 — l} 
= a, say. a < 1. by (3), when m > 1, 
m—1 
|xm — u| = |xi — u| • JJ |1 — rx,-| < |xi — u| - am-1. 
1 = 1 
So (2) holds in Case 1. 
Case 2. 2\/2 < r < 3. In this case, when xt- < 
x,+x = rxi(l — Xi) > 2\/2xi • ^1 — ^ = V2xt-. 
So there is a Mi E Z+ such that for any xq E /, there is a z, 0 < i < Mi, such that 
Xi > 
When i > l,xt- = rxi_x( 1 — Xi-i) < \r < |. 
Since /(x) = rx(l — x) is decreasing on [|, l]. When x,- > > 1, 
3 / 3\ 1 
Xi+1 = rxi(l — Xi) > 2\/2 • - • ( 1 — - J > 
X i -  [ 1 - -
r 
( l  — r x i ) = ( x i  — u ) ( l  — r x i ) .  (3) 
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So j] is an invariant interval for {xn}o°, and for any xq E I-,xmx > \-
Recall (3) 
a: i+i — u  = (x,- — u)(l — r x i ) .  
When X{  E [§, j] , rx,- — 1 > r - | — 1 > 0. So y / ( r x i  — l)(rxi+i — 1) 
<\[ ( r * i  - 1) + (rxi+i - 1)] 
= ^ r [xt- -(- rx,-(l — x,-)] — 1 
=—rxi(l + r — rx{) — 1 
irxi + (1+r -rx,)]| -1 
= ^ (1 +r)2 - 1 
Let /? = [|-(1 + r)2 — l]2. Then |rx,- — 1| • |rx,-+i — 1| < f3 < 1. 
Using (3), 
|xI+2 — u| = |xi — u| - |1 — rxi| • |1 — rxi+i | < |x,- — u| • 0. 
Therefore 
m—1 
|xi+2m — %| = |xi - u \  •  J J  [|1 -  r x i + 2 j I •  |1 -  rXt.+2j+l|] < |X i  -  u \  -  P m .  
j=0 
Take i = M\, then (2) holds in Case 2. So (2) is proven in both cases. 
Now assume the hypothesis of the theorem. Observe that u^1tLltj = r .  Choose 
e\ > 0, £i be small enough so that Ai = inf {%/(! — y)} > 0 and when 
y€[u — £i,u+ei] 
< §, where e  is the number in the hypothesis of the 2/(1— y )  —  r  y  E \ u  — SI ,  U +  £I] ,  
theorem. 
Use (2), let M E Z+ such that for any xq E I ,XM E [u — u + ^-]. By conti­
nuity, there is a e2 > 0, such that if XQ = XQ, |Cm — r| < £2, m = 0,1,..., M — 1, 
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then \XM — im| < therefore Xm € [u  — £ X , u  +  £1]. Let A2 = inf {Pt-(Xm E XQÇI  
\ u  — E \ , u  +  £1])}. Then Ag > Pr [Co, Ci,..., Cm—X E (r — £2?r + £2)]  > 0. 
If XM = y E [u — £1, u + £1], fix this y. Let y(11y) = 7.  Then: 7?/(l — y) = u and 
|7 — r| < j. So the distribution of CM has a density > Aon (7 — 7 + |). Since 
^1 < VO- — y) < 1, under the condition that XM = y, the distribution of XM+I has 
a density > y(]^_y) > A on (u - f AXj u + f Ax). Since Pr [XM E [W — £i,u + £1]] > 
Ag, the distribution of XM+1 has a density > A2A on (U — §Ai, u + § Ai). So 
Lemma 2 is proven. 
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ON THE NONUNIQUENESS OF THE INVARIANT 
PROBABILITY FOR IID RANDOM LOGISTIC MAPS 
A paper accepted by the Journal of 
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Abstract. Let {Xn}g° be a Markov chain with values in [0,1] generated by the itera­
t i on  o f  r andom log i s t i c  maps  de f ined  by  X n +i  =  fc n + l {X n )  =  C n + iX n ( l  — X n ) ,  n  =  
0.1. 2 . . .  with {Cn}î° being independent and identically distributed random vari­
ables with values in [0,4] and independent of XQ. This paper provides an example 
where Ct take only two values A and fj, such that there exist two distinct invariant 
probability distributions tt0 and KI supported by the open interval (0,1). This settles 
a question raised by R.N. Bhattacharya. 
1. Introduction. The logistic map /c(x) = cx{ 1 — x) maps the interval [0,1] into 
itself provided 0 < c < 4. The dynamical system generated by /c(• ), i.e. iteration 
sequence {/cn)(z) : n = Oil,2...} defined by fc°\x) = x, /in+1)(x) = /c(/cn)(x)) 
for n = 0,1,2,... is well studied in the literature. The bifurcation phenomena as c 
increases from 0 to 3.5699 is well known, see, for e.g., Devaney (1989). The study 
of the case when the parameter c changes randomly at each step was initiated by 
Bhattacharya and Rao (1993) and has had contributions from Bhattacharya and 
Majumdar (1999), Bhattacharya and Waymire (2000), Athreya and Dai (1998), Dai 
1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. 60J05, 92D25, Secondary 60F05. 
Key words and phrases, logistic maps, invariant probability, uniqueness. 
1 Research supported in part by the National Science Foundation Grant CCR-9610461. 
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(2000). Since /c(0) = 0 for all c, the delta measure 5Q at 0 is clearly an invariant 
probability for the [0,1] valued Markov chain defined by 
X n + 1 =C n + 1 X n { l -X n ) ,  n = 0,1,2... (1) 
where {Cn}f° is a sequence of independent and identically distributed random vari­
ables with values in [0,4] and independent of XQ with values in [0,1]. Athreya 
and Dai (1998) have shown that: a) if there exists an invariant probability mea­
sure 7R for {Xn} such that TT(0, 1) = 1 then it is necessary that ElnCi >0 and 
f — ln(l — x)ir(dx) = ElnCi, b) if ElnCi > 0 and E\ln(4 — C\)\ < oo then there 
exists an invariant probability measure TT such that 7r(0,1) = 1. 
Sufficient conditions for the uniqueness of such a nontrivial invariant TT have been 
given by Bhattacharya and Rao (1993), Dai (2000), Bhattacharya and Majumdar 
(1999) and Bhattacharya and Waymire (2000). Dai (2000) showed that if there ex­
ists 1 < a < b < 4 such that P{a < C\ < 6) = 1 and if there exists an interval 
I C (1,3) and a 8 > 0 such that P{C\ G B) > Sm(B) for all Borel sets B C I where 
m(-) is the Lebesgue measure, then the invariant probability is unique. Dai's result is 
a generalization of an earlier result of Bhattacharya and Rao (1999). Dai's result in 
turn has been extended by Bhattacharya and Waymire (2000). Bhattacharya (1999) 
raised the question of nonuniqueness of the invariant probability. Bhattacharya and 
Waymire (2000) stated that "although we have no example for which there exists 
more than one invariant probability on S = (0,1) we believe that there are lots of 
Q's for which there are more than one invariant probability". This belief is substan­
tiated in this paper. 
The construction is based on the following ideas. For A around |-, fx has a stable 
fixed point at 1 — ^ (near j) and for /i near but greater than 3, fu has an unstable 
f ixed  po in t  a t  1  — nea r  Choos ing  A and  / i  s uch  t ha t  A - 1  +  f j . ~ 1  =  1  makes  f x  
map {a, 6} to b and map {a, 6} to a where a = A-1 and b = n~1. This renders 
the measure TT defined by 7r{A} = 1 — 77, TT{6} = 77 stationary if P{C\ = A) = 77 and 
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P(Ci  = f j )  =  1 — 77. It turns out that there exist closed intervals I \  and 1 -2. with 
Il C (0, and I2 C (^, l) such that fx and f^ leave I = Ii U I2 invariant. Since 
fx is attractive and f^ is repelling near {a, 6}, by making 77 small, the chain {Xn} 
can be made to get away from {a, 6} whenever it gets close to it. This will entail the 
n—1 
occupation measures //N,X(A) = ^ P x (X j  £ A) to have a vague limit TT such that 
0 
7T{a, 6} = 0 and tt(0, 1) = ^r ( I )  = 1. A Foster-Lyaponov type argument is used to 
establish this. 
2. The Main Result. 
Let 
a = ^  + e,b = ]- — £, A = -, and ^ = T (1) 
6 6a b 
with 0 < £ < Let 0 < 77 < 1 and be iidrv with distribution 
P{C\ = A) = 77 and P(Ci = fi) = 1 — 77 (2) 
Let 
f c {x )  =  cx ( l  - x ) , 0  <  x  < 1 (3) 
with 0 < c < 4. 
Let {Xn}o° be a Markov Chain with state space [0,1] defined by the random 
iteration scheme 
Xn+i = fcn+l{Xn) = Cn+1Xn(l — X n ) .  (4) 
Since a  b  =  1, f x  {a ,  6} = {6} and /^{a, b}  = {a}. Thus, if 
TTi{a} = 1 — 77, tti {6} = 77 (5) 
then P (XQ 6 {a, 6}) = 1 implies X\ ~ TTI and hence TTI is a stationary distribution 
for {Xn}. The main result of this paper is that for e > 0,77 > 0 small there is another 
invariant measure TTQ such that TTO(0, 1) = 1. 
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Theorem 1. Let a, b, A, fi be as in (1) and rj as in (2) and {Xn}^° be as in (4)• 
Then for e > 0, rj > 0 sufficiently small there exist two distinct probability measures 
ttq and tti such that ?ro(0,1) = 1 = tti(0, 1) and ttq ^ 7Ti-
Since 7rx defined in (5) is invariant it suffices to show that there is an invariant 
probability measure TTQ such that TTo(0, 1) = 1 and TTQ 7^ TTI. 
The proof of this is based on the following two propositions. 
Proposition 1. Let a = (3 = (^-) , Jj = [1 — a, 1 — /?] ancf /2 = [S,a]. Then, 
for e > 0 smaM, Ji C (0, i) , J2 C (|, l) , fx{h U J2) C Ii,f^{h U /2) C I2 and hence 
both f\ and f^ leave I = Ii U I2 invariant. 
Proof. Since fx, = j  and b  =  j  — e ,  for e small yu is close to 3 and a to | and /? 
to Thus II is approximately [|, ^ ] and I2 is [y^-, |]. Also both f lambda and 
ffi are increasing in [O, |] and decreasing in [|, l]. Further, fx has a fixed point at 
1  — j  = 1  — a  — b  c lo se  t o  j .  Thus  f x { x )  >  x  i n  [0 ,  b]  and  in  pa r t i cu l a r  f o r  x  i n  I± ,  
fx(x) > fx(l—oc) > (1—Of). Also for all a: in [0,1 ], fx(x) < ^ which is close to §- which 
i s  <  Yç  and  hence  <  1  —/?  f o r  £  sma l l .  Thus  fo r  £  sma l l ,  f x ( I i )  C I \ .  Nex t ,  f ^ { x )  <  f  
for all x in [0,1] and for 1 — a < x, /M(x) > /^(l — a) = f^{ot) = /p (f ) = /?. Thus 
ffi(Ii) C I2- Since Ji and I2 are symmetric about 1 the proof for I2 is similar. In 
fact, fx(12) C h and /^(J2) C /2. 
Corollary. Let 6e n<fru an«i satisfy (2). Then I = ii U J2 zs a closed set for 
the Markov chain {Xn}g° defined in (4). That is, Px(Xn E / /or n > 1) = 1 /or all 
x in I. 
Proof. Since P( C i  = A or /j) = 1 for all z* > 1, the corollary follows from Proposition 
1. 
We assume in the following that a small e > 0 is chosen so that the above propo­
sition holds with a = |+e, 6 = j— e, A = i, and /j = f. 
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Proposition 2. Let 
(  ï n ^  if  0 < \ x  - a \  <  £ i ,  
h(x )  — i  In  | x ^_ 6 |  i f  0 < \x — b\ < £i, 
[ 0 otherwise 
where £\ > 0 is such that (a — 2e\, a -f- 2si) C /2 = [1 — /?, 1 — a] and (6 — 2ei, b + 
2^i) C I\ = [a,(3\. Then there exists 0 < £3 < £1,77 > 0,0 < 7, <? <00 such that 
<p[x) = Exh(X1) — h{x) satisfies 
i) <p(x )  <  —6 fo r  a l l  x  G I such that either 0 < \x — a\ < £ 3  or 0 < \x — b\ <  £ 3 .  
ii) <p(x) < 7 for all x E I = Ii U I2 
Proof. Since f\{x) = Ax(l — x )  and /M(x) = — x ) are both continuous on [0,1] 
and satisfy f\(a) -= f\(b) = b and /^(a) = /M(&) = a there exists an e2,0 < £2 < £1 
such that 
\ x  — a \  < £2 or |z — 6| < £2 => |/x(z) — 6| < £1 and \ f ^ ( x )  — a \  <  £1 
So for 0 < \x — a| < £2, 
<p(x )  =  E T h(X1) — FO(X) = 77 In , c t JJ + (1 — 77) In 
= 77 In 
|/A(X) - 6| 
\x — a\ 
1 
— In ——~~ 
i / M ( x )  - a  x — a 
l /x(®) -AH I + (1 — 77) In 
z — a 




Km „(,)-, In ^  + (!-„) In 
l/itol = IAWI = 
1/; w I = 1/; w 1 = 
2a-1  
a ! +e 




for 0 < e < Hence 
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77In • , + (1 — 17) In-
I/1WI ' " l/;wi 
= — 77 kl 
3 + 2e 
3 +£ 
— (1 — 77) In 
j + 2e 
<0 
for 77 > 0 and small. Since y>(x) = y(l — x) and b = 1 — <z, linn. <p(x) = lim y(x). 
x—>-B 
Thus, there exist an77>0, an£ 3> 0 ,  a£>0 such that 0 < £3 < £2 < £1 and 
<£>(x) = E x h(X \ )  — h ( x )  < —7 
for all x such that 0 < [x — a| < £3 or 0 < |x — 6| < £ 3 ,  thus provimg i). 
To show ii) we claim first that 
x e I - {a, 6} =S- /M(x) and /x(x) £ {a, 6} 
To see this note that f \ ( x )  is a quadratic and f \ ( a )  =  f \ (b )  = 6 implies /A(X) = 
6 only for x = a or b. Next, the equation f\(x) = a is the q_uadratic equation 
x2 + a2 — x = 0 whose determinant \/l — 4a2 < 0 since a > y and hence has 
no solution in 7. Similarly /^(x) is a quadratic and /^(a) = jf^ib) = a implies 
/M(x) = a only for x = a or 6. Also the equation /^(x) = 6» is the quadratic 
x2 + 62 — x = 0 whose roots are ^"^g-46-. But V1-^2 > j for e small and hence 
I _ Z1-462 < 1 — Q which implies J -+- V1"462 > A and thus jfn{x) = 6 has no 
solutions in /. Next, let J = {x : x G J, (x — a\ > £3, |x —6[ > £3} Since J is compact, 
inf |/x(x)—<z|, inf |/A(X)—6|, inf |/„(x)—a|, inf |/^(x)—6| are all stirictly positive and 
x€ J" rÇ  J" xGJ 
hence E x h{X i )  and h(x )  are all bounded above on J .  Thus <p(x) = E x h(X \ )  — h ( x )  
is bounded above on J and hence by some 7 on I. This completes the proof of ii) 
and hence the proposition 2. • 
Proof of Theorem 1. 
Consider the Markov chain {Xn}o° defined in (1) with state space I. By Proposition 
1 x E I =£• Px(Xi E I) = 1 and hence Px(Xn E I for all n > 1) =1. Also if g is 
bounded and continuous on I  then so is E x g(X 1 )  =  Eg(C \x{ l  — x ) )  by the bounded 
convergence theorem. Thus {Xra}§° is a Feller Markov chain. 
Now consider the occupation measures 
1 
l*n,x(A) = — ^2 P€ A) 
n o 
for x E I and A a Borel subset of I. Any vague limit point v of the probability 
measures is necessarily a probability measure on I since I is compact and 
invariant for {Xn} since it is Feller. 
Now we use Proposition 2 to show that there must exist at least one such vague 
limit v such that i/(«7) > 0. Indeed, 
71  TT 
E x h(X n )  — h ( x )  = ^2E x (h (X j )  — h(X j - i ) )  =  E x ( cp (X j - i ) )  (Markov property) 
l l 
n 
= : x,-, e J) 
1 
n 
+  ^ ]Ex(y(X;_i) :X;_i  ^  J) .  
l 
But by Proposition 2 this yields for x in I 
—(E x h(X n )  -  h(x ) )  < 7f J . n , x {J )  -  Sf i n , x ( J c )  
n 
< (7  +  5) f J , n t X ( J )  — 8 .  
If z/(«7) =- 0 for all vague hmits v  then lira f J . n , x ( J )  = 0. Thus 
n 
lim — (_Ex(/t(_Xn) — A(z)) < —< 0 
n n 
But the left side equals 
lim — E x h(X n )  which is > 0, since h( - )  > 0. 
n n 
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This contradiction shows that there exists a vague limit point v of such 
that I/( J) > 0 and hence an invariant probability measure TT0 for {Xn} such that 
7R0(7) = 1 and TT0(J) > 0. 
Since {a,6} C I, and {a,6} = 1 it follows that TTI (I) = 1 and 7ri(J) = 0. But 
7T0(/) = 1 and 7T0(J) = 0. So tt0 ^ tti and 711(0,1) = 1 = tto(0, 1). • 
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Abstract: The effect of query order on NP-completeness is investigated. A se­
quence D = (Dx,... , Dk) of decision problems is defined to be sequentially complete 
for NP if each D{ G NP and every problem in NP can be decided in polynomial time 
with one query to each of D±,... , Dk in this order. It is shown that, if NP contains 
a language that is p-generic in the sense of Ambos-Spies, Fleischhack, and Huwig 
(1987), then for every integer k > 2, there is a sequence D = (Di,... , Dk) such that 
D i s  sequent ia l ly  complete  for  NP,  but  no nontr iv ia l  permutat ion (D{ 1 , . . .  ,  D{ k  )  of  
D is sequentially complete for NP. It follows that such a sequence D exists if there 
is any strongly positive, p-computable probability measure u such that z/p(NP) ^ 0. 
1. Introduction. 
The success or efficiency of a computation sometimes depends—and sometimes 
does not depend—upon the order in which it is allowed access to the various pieces 
of information that it may require. Although this truism is an important reality in 
many areas of computing, including information security, machine learning, game 
1 This research was supported by National Science Foundation Grant CCR-9610461 
2 This research was supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant CCR-9610461 
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playing, and intelligent planning, it has only very recently come under complexity-
theoretic scrutiny. 
The natural way to begin investigation of this phenomenon is to focus on the effect 
of query order on the efficiency of oracle computations. Indeed, most of the work to 
date has focused on situations in which a polynomial-time computation has oracle 
access to complete problems for several different complexity classes. The typical sort 
of question is then whether various constraints on the order in which these complete 
problems must be queried confer differing amounts of power on the underlying com­
putations. The results of such investigations, some of which axe at first surprising, 
have recently been surveyed by Hemaspaandra, Hemaspaandra, and Hempel (1997). 
In this paper, we examine a related, but somewhat different aspect of query or­
der, namely its effect on NP -completeness. To be more precise, we say that a se­
quence D = (Di,— , Dk) of decision problems is sequentially complete for NP if 
each D{ 6 NP and every problem in NP can be decided in polynomial time with one 
query to each of D±,... , Dk in this order. The question we ask is whether, for k > 2, 
there is a sequence D — (D±,... , Dk) such that D is sequentially complete for NP, 
but no nontrivial permutation (DlL,... , D{k ) of D is sequentially complete for NP. 
In this case we say that D is strictly sequentially complete for NP. 
It is immediately clear that the existence of a sequence D that is strictly sequen­
tially complete for NP implies that P ^ NP. The converse may also be true, but 
appears to be difficult to prove. We thus turn to a stronger hypothesis than P ^ NP. 
A natural hypothesis to consider is the hypothesis that NP does not have p-
measure 0 (briefly, /zp(NP) ^ 0). This hypothesis, which was proposed by the second 
author, implies that P ^ NP and has been proven to have many plausible conse­
quences not known to be provable from P ^ NP. The recent surveys Ambos-Spies 
and Mayordomo (1997), Buhrman and Torenvliet (1998) and Lutz (1997) discuss a 
number of such consequences. 
As will be seen below, the existence of a sequence D that is strictly sequentially 
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complete for NP does indeed follow from the /zp(NP) 7^ 0 hypothesis. However, our 
main theorem establishes more, namely, that if NP contains a language that is p-
generic (in the sense of Ambos-Spies, Fleischhack, and Huwig (1987, 1988)), then 
there is a sequence D that is strictly sequentially complete for NP. 
This notion of p-genericity (which is defined precisely in Section 2 below) has re­
cently been the subject of several investigations, most of which have been discussed 
in the paper by Ambos-Spies (1996) and/or the survey by Ambos-Spies and May-
ordomo (1997). The hypothesis that NP contains a p-generic language is known to 
imply the P ^ NP conjecture, and to be implied by the YUP(NP) 7^ 0 hypothesis, 
and neither of the converse implications has been proven. Many (but not all) of the 
consequences of /UP(NP) 7^ 0 have also shown to be consequences of NP containing 
a p-generic language. One concrete advantage of using the latter hypothesis (when 
possible) is that it weakens the /LZP(NP) 7^ 0 hypothesis from the uniform probability 
measure fj. to a wide variety of probability measures v. Specifically, Lorentz and Lutz 
(1998) have shown that, if there is any strongly positive, p-computable probability 
measure u such that z/P(NP) 7^ 0, then NP contains a p-generic language. Thus, by 
our main theorem, the existence of such a probability measure u implies the existence 
of a sequence D that is strictly sequentially complete for NP. (Note: Breutzmann 
and Lutz (1997) have recently shown that ^tP(NP) 7^ 0 is equivalent to z/P(NP) 7^ 0 
whenever u is a strongly positive, P-computable, coin-toss probability measure, but 
this is a much stronger restriction on v than the result by Lorentz, and Lutz (1998).) 
The proof of our main result uses some ideas of Lutz and Mayordomo (1996) and 
Ambos-Spies and Bentzien (1997) but is somewhat more involved. 
2. Preliminaries. 
In this paper, all languages axe sets of binary strings, i.e., sets A Ç {0,1}*. We 
identify each language A with its characteristic sequence XA € {0,1}00 defined by 
XA = A(s0)A(si) • • • A(sn) • 
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where so = A, Si = 0, s2 =1, — is the standard enumeration of {0,1}*, and 
A(Sn) = { 0 otheJLise. 
When x  = sn, y  — s m ,  we say "i < y" if and only if n < m. If A = a0ai • - • E {0,1}°° 
and x = sn, then we write A \ x = ao«i • • • an-i- For A,BC {0,1}* and n E N, we 
define 
A © B = {xl | x E A} U {y0 | y E B} 
and 
A(n) ={xE {0,1}" | xlO" E A}. 
We briefly review the notion of p-genericity, introduced by Ambos-Spies, Fleis-
chhack, and Huwig (1987, 1988). We refer the reader to Ambos-Spie (1996) or 
Ambos-Spies and Mayordomo (1997) for more detailed discussions. 
Definition. 
(1) An extension function is a partial function / such that dom(/) Ç {0,1}* and, 
for all A f x E dom/, /(A f x) is of the form 
/(A r x) = ((x0,;0),... , (Xr^z'm)), 
where m E N, x0,... , xm E {0,1}*, x < xq < xi • • • < xm, and z'o, - • - , z'm E 
{0,1}. 
(2) A t {n )~  ex t ens ion  f unc t i on  is an extension function that is computable in 
0(t(n)) time. 
(3) An extension function is simple if /(A f x) E {(x, 0), (x, 1)} for all A f x E 
dom (/). 
(4) If / is an extension function and k is a positive integer, then f is k-bounded 
if, for all A f x E dom(/), 
/(A f x) = ((s0, *o)i, (%f, il)), 
for some I < k. 
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Definition. Let / be an extension function, and let A Ç {0,1}*. 
(1) f is dense along A if there are infinitely many x E {0,1}* for which /(A [ x) 
is defined. 
(2) A meets f at x E {0,1}* if /(A f x) is defined, 
say /(A f x )  = ((x0,z'o), - - • , (xm, zm)) and, for all 0 < I  <  m ,  A (x t )  =  z'/. 
(3) A meets f if A meets / at some string x. Otherwise, A avoids f. 
Definition. Let A Ç {0,1}*. 
(1) A is t{n)-generic if A meets every simple t(n)-extension function that is dense 
along A. 
(2) A is p-generic if A is nc-generic for every positive integer c. 
The proof of our main result uses the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. (Ambos-Spies (1996)) If A is p-generic, then for all positive integers k 
and c, A meets every fc-bounded nc-extension function that is dense along A. 
3. Sequential Reductions. 
In this section we introduce the notion of strictly sequential completeness for NP. 
Our development uses the following special type of polynomial-time reduction. 
Definition. Let A, B%,... , Bfc Ç {0,1}*, and write B = (JE?i,... ,B&). 
(1) A sequential, polynomial-time reduction (briefly, a <g-reduction) of A to B 
is a polynomial time-bounded fc-oracle Turing machine M with the following 
two properties. 
i) A = L(M B ) .  
ii) For all x E {0,1}*, the computation of M B {x )  makes exactly one query 
to each of the oracles Bi,... , B&, with the queries occurring in this order. 
(2) A is sequentially polynomial-time reducible (briefly, <g-reducible) to B, and 
we write A <g B, if there exists a <g-reduction of A to B. 
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We now use sequential reductions to define sequential completeness and strictly-
sequential completeness. 
Definition. Let 6 be a class of languages, and let B = (Bi,... , B&) be a sequence 
of languages. 
(1) B is sequentially hard (briefly, <g-hard) for C if, for all A E C, A <g B. 
(2) B is sequentially complete (briefly, <^-complete) for C if B%,... , B& E C and 
B is <g-hard for 6. 
(3) B is strictly sequentially hard (briefly, <gS-hard) for C if k > 2, B is <g-hard 
for 6, and no nontrivial permutation (B,L,... , BIfc ) of B is <g-hard for 6. 
(4) B is strictly sequentially complete (briefly, <g^-complete) for C if Bi,... , B& E 
6 and B is <gS-hard for C. 
We now make two observations regarding these definitions. The first is obvious. 
Observation 3.1. If B is <g^-complete for C, then Q <£. P. 
In particular, Observation 3.1 implies that the existence of <gS-complete languages 
for NP implies that P ^ NP. 
Our second observation is also easily verified. 
Our second observation is an obvious characterization of <g-reducibility that is 
used in the proof of our main result. 
Observation 3.2. Let A Ç {0,1}*, and let B = (B%,. . .  B&) be a sequence of lan­
guages. Then A <g B if and only if there exists a family If = {/<* | a E {0, l}-fc—1} 
of polynomial time-computable functions fa : {0,1}* —> {0,1}* and a polynomial 
time-computable function h : {0,1}* x {0, l}fc —>• {0,1} such that, for all x E {0,1}*, 
if we define &i,... , bk E {0,1} by the recursion bi = Bt-(/ô1..(x)), then 
A{x )  — h (x ,b i  •  • • bk ) -
(Intuitively, if M is the <g -reduction of A to B, then /&i—6t_i(a;) the z'th query of 
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M B ( x )  when  the  f i r s t  i  — 1  query  answers  a re  b \ ,  , 6 , _ iand .  h ( x ,b i  • • •bk )  i s  t he  
final accept/reject decision of MB(x).) In this case, we say that A <g B via (CF, h). 
4. Main Result. 
In this section, we prove our main result, which says that if NP contains a p-
generic language, then for every k > 2 there is a sequence D = (Di,, Dk) that is 
—SS"comP^e^e f°r NP. The following construction will be used. 
Construction 4.1. Given A, 5" Ç {0,1}* and an integer k 2, define the sequence 
D(A, S, k) — (Di,... , Dk) as follows. 
(i) D1 = A(4fe_4). 
(ii) For 1 < i < k, 
Di [A(4A:—4i+4) ^ A(4^_4i)] © [A(4fc—4i-j-4) U A(4^—4i)]> 
(iii) Dk = [A(4) (1 5] © [A(4) U 5], 
Most of our work is done by the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. (Main Lemma) Let A Ç {0,1}*, S 6 DTIME(2n), and let D = 
D(A , 5, k) — (Di,... , Dk)- If A is p-generic and D' = (Dt\,... , DI/C ) is a nontrivial 
permutation of D, then A D'. 
Proof. Let A, S\D, and D' be as given, and assume that A <g D'. It suffices to show 
that A is not p-generic. 
Since A <s , there exist U and h as in Observation 3.2 such that A <g D' 
via (5*, h). Our argument proceeds as follows. When we use (2F, h) to answer the 
question "x € A?", if at some stage we encounter a question "y E A(4/)?", then when 
ylO4' > x, we make a guess about the answer of this question. Using these guesses, 
we can obtain the value of A(x). Then the opposite value of A(x) is impossible, 
provided that all the guesses are correct. This will induce a {k 4- l)-bounded n2-
extension function F that is dense along A while A avoids F. It will follow by 
Lemma 2.1 that A is not p-generic. 
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Let 
T = {x | x is not of the form ylO4' for y E {0,1}*, I E Z+}. 
Clearly T E p and T is an infinite set. Given a string aoai • - - am_x 6 {0,1}*, let 
x = sm. If x ^ T, the extension function i7" is undefined at x. If x E T, before we 
can define F{x), there are k stages. 
At stage j  (j = 1,2,. . .  ,  k ) ,  suppose the assigned values of the answers for the first 
j — 1 questions axe 61,62,... , 6y—1, respectively, where 6,- E {0,1}, for i = 1,2,... , j— 
1. Then we assign the jth question to be "fQJ(x) E DZj- ?", where ay = 6162 * • • 6y-i -
At this stage, we shall assign a value to D{j (fQj (x)). If we make a guess at this stage, 
we shall record it as A(çy) = cy, where qj E {0,1}*, cy E {0,1}. 
Let f a - (x) = Ujo l  if f a j {x )  is of the form yl for y  E {0,1}*; let f a j  (x) = ttyiQ if 
f a j  (x )  i s  o f  t he  fo rm yO.  We may  wr i t e  f Q j  (x )  =  uy / f ,  whe re  I  E {0 ,1}  and  T  =1—1.  
There are three cases. 
Case 1. fQj. (x) is small. There are three subcases. 
Subcase 1.1. ij = 1 (so -Dtj. = A(4fc_4)) and f a j  (x)104fc-4 = smi, where mi < m.  
Then 
— 4) (/ay (;c))-
We assign 6y = ami. (Note that b j  =  Di j { f C C j  (r)).) 
Subcase 1.2. 2 < ij < k — 1, so 
-Di, — [^-(4fc-4fJ+4) I"1 A(4fc_4lj.)] © [A(4A._4i- j.+4) U A(4fc_4t-y)] 
and uy/104fc~4l-'+4 < sm. In this case, let 
Uy,104*-4l> =smi, 
Uy,104fc-4V+4 = sm2. 
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Then mi < m.2 < m, so 
A(4fc—4z"y) {Ujl) = OTOJ. 
and ^4.(4^—4,^-|-4) (U j l )  = Orna " 
Using these values, we obtain the value of (/Qj- (x)). Assign 6y the value of 
-DijC/ajCx)) we obtained. 
Subcase 1.3. ij = & (so Dt = [A(4) fl 5] © [A(4) U 5]) and uy/104 < x. In this case, 
let MjylO4 = smi ; then A(4)(uyf) = ami. Since S 6 DTIME(2n) and uy/ < sm, we can 
compute S(uji) within (m + 1) steps. Then we use ami and the value of S(uji) to 
obtain the value of Dk(fQj{x)). We assign 6y this value. 
In Case 2 and Case 3, f Q j  (x) is not small. In Case 2, no guess is made, while in 
most of the setups in Case 3, a guess is made. 
Case 2. There are two subcases. 
Subcase 2.1. ij — 1, f a .  (x)104fc—4 > x, and the value of A( f a j  (x)104fc-4) has 
been assigned in the previous stages. In this case, assign bj the assigned value of 
A(AXz)104*-4) . 
Subcase 2.2. 2 < ij < fc—1, tty/104fc—4tj+4 > x, and the values of both A(uji IQ4*-4ij+4) 
and  A(uy /10 4 f c — 4 l j ' )  h ave  been  a s s igned .  (We  a s s ign  A(y )  a  va lue  on ly  when  y  >  
x, so in Subcase 2.2, Uji 104fc_4t-' > x.) In this case, use the assigned values of 
A(uy/104fc-4tj'+4) and A^y/lO4*-4^' ) to compute (faj (x)) and assign bj the value 
of Di5 (faj (x)) we obtained. 
Case 3. There are three subcases. 
Subcase 3.1. ij = 1, f a j  (x)l04fc~4 > x, and the value of A( f a j  (x)104fc-4 ) has not 
been assigned. We define qj = faj (x)104fc-4 and cy = 0. We assign A(çy) = 0 and 
bj = 0. 
Subcase 3.2. 2 < ij < k — 1, uy/104fc—4tj*+4 > x, and either A(uy/104fc_4lj'+4) or 
A(uji 104^~4lj ) has not been assigned a value. There axe three Subsubcases. 
Subsubcase 3.2.1 A(uji IQ4*-4 v+4 ) has not been assigned. We define qj = uyzl04&-4l-'+4 
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and c j  = I .  We assign A(çy) = /. If A(çy) = then Di 3 - { f a j ( x )) = Z, so we assign 
b j  =  L  
Subsubcase 3.2.2. The value of A(uyfl04fc—4lj+4) has been assigned, and uJ7l04fc-4Zj" < 
x. In this case, let uy/104fc_41-' = smi, where mi < m. Then A(4k-4ij)(uji) = 
ami. Using this and the assigned value of A(ujilO4*-41-'+4), we obtain the value of 
Dij(fatj(x)). We assign bj this value. 
Subsubcase 3.2.3. The value of A(uy/104fc-4li+4) has been assigned, Uj[10Ak~4li > x, 
and the value of A(ujilOik~4li) has not been assigned. In this case we do the sa,me 
work  a s  i n  Subsubcase  3 .2 .1  bu t  r ep l ace  (4k  — 4 i j  +  4)  by  (4k  — 4 i j ) .  
Subcase 3.3. ij = k, and uy/104 > x. In this case, we assign A(zty/104) = I and bj = I. 
We define qj — uy/104 and cy = I. 
After k stages, we have assigned the values for 6%, 62, - - - , Now we define 
b  =  h(x ,b ib2  •  •  •  b k ) .  
Claim 1. I f  j x  ^ 32 ,  Qj 1  and ,  q j 2  are  de f i ned ,  t hen  q j 1  ^  çy2. 
Proof. Since gy is defined only when A(çy) has not yet been assigned a value (with 
the only possible exception in Subcase 3.3), we have ijL = & or z*y2 = fc. Without 
loss of generality, we assume that z'yL = fc. If j'2 > ix in Subcase 3.2, the value of 
A(uy2/104) is not assigned, and çy2 is not defined, so j'2 < ji. In stage j'2 of Subcase 
3.2, when we assign the value of A(ixy2/104), the value of A(MJ2/108) must have been 
assigned in some previous stage, say stage 73, where j3 < j2. 
By induction, we can show that there exist j\ > > • • • > jk such that the value 
of A(uyr/104r-4) is assigned at stage jr (2 < r < k — 1), Djr = Dk+i-r, the value 
of A(faj(x) 104fc~4) is assigned at stage jk of Subcase 3.1, and Djk = D\. Since 
j 1,... ,jk E {1, 2,... , fc}, it follows that jt = k — i + 1, for t = 1,2,... , whence 
= Dj for j = 1,2,... , k, contradicting the nontriviality of the permutation. This 
proves the Claim. • 
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Let 
{ ( ^ y . c y ) } u { x , ô }  =  { ( 2 / 0 , d o ) , . . .  , ( y t , d t ) } ,  
where 
yo72 /1  )  -  -  -  îV t  £  {0 ,1 }  ,  
yo  <y \  <  • •  •  <yu  
do,. . .  ,  dt  G {0,1}. 
Clearly t > 0 since ( y 0 , d 0 )  = (x,6). 
Now we define the extension (partial) function 
F : {0,1}* —• ({0,1}* x {0,1})* 
as follows. For w  =  • * • QM-i G {0,1}*, if sm 0 T, then F ( w )  is undefined. If 
SM G T, then F(w) = ((yo,do),... , (yt, </<)). It is easy to verify that F is a (A: + 1)-
bounded n2-extension function. Since for every IGT, F(A f x) is defined, and T is 
an infinite set, F is dense along A. From the fact that b = Zz(x, 6162 • • • 6&), for every 
x G T, it follows that A does not meet F at any x G {0,1}*, whence A avoids F. It 
follows by Lemma 2.1 that A is not p-generic. • 
Theorem 4.3. (Main Theorem) If NP contains a p-generic language, then for every 
k > 2 there is a sequence D = (D\,... , _£)*) that is strictly sequentially complete for 
NP. 
Proof. Let A G NP be p-generic, let k > 2, and let 
D =  D(A , SAT, &) = (£>x,... , Dk) .  
It is clear by inspection that, for all x G {0,1}*, the following three things are true. 
(i) SAT(x) = Z>fc(xA(4) (x)). 
(ii) For !<%<&, A(4fc_4l-)(x) = D{(xA^ k -«+4) 0*0)-
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(Hi) A(4t-4)(z) =D x ( x ) .  
It is easy to convert (i), (ii), and (iii) into a <g-reduction of SAT to D. (For 
example, when k = 3, we have SAT(x) = -D3(xA(4) (x)) = Dz(xD2(xA(8)(x) )) = 
D3(XD2(XD1(X))).) Thus SAT <g D. Since SAT is <[^-complete for NP, it follows 
immediately that D is <g-hard for NP. Also, since A E NP and NP is closed under 
finite unions, finite intersections, ©, and projections A i->- A(n), we have D\,... , DK E 
NP whence D is <g-complete for NP. 
To complete the proof, let D' = (DZl,... , D{k ) be a nontrivial permutation of D. 
Since A is p-generic, the Main Lemma tells us that A D'. Since A E NP, it follows 
that D' is not <g-complete for NP. We have now shown that D is <gS-complete for 
NP. • 
A similar—and simpler—argument establishes the following absolute result. 
Theorem 4.4. For every k > 2 there is a sequence D = (Di,. . .  ,  Dk )  t ha t  i s  s t r i c t l y  
sequentially complete for E (hence also for E2). 
We conclude with a brief discussion of strict sequential completeness in NP under 
strong measure-theoretic hypotheses. Ambos-Spies, Neis, and Terwijn (1996) have 
shown that, if NP does not have p-measure 0 (briefly, ^p(NP) ^ 0), then NP contains 
a p-generic language. Lorentz and Lutz (1998) have recently extended this argument 
to show that, if there is any strongly positive, p-computable probability u such that 
z/p(NP) 0, then NP contains a p-generic language. Theorem 4.3 thus has the 
following immediate consequence. 
Corollary 4.5. If there exists a strongly positive, p-computable measure u such that 
i/p(NP) 0, then for every k > 2 there is a sequence D = (D\,... , Dk) that is 
strictly sequentially complete for NP. 
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Abstract. Resource-bounded measure has been defined on the classes E, E2, ES­
PACE, E2SPACE, REC , and the class of all languages. It is shown here that 
if C is any of these classes and X is a set of languages that is closed under finite 
variations and has outer measure less than 1 in C , then X has measure 0 in C . 
This result strengthens Lutz's resource-bounded generalization of the classical Kol­
mogorov zero-one law. It also gives a useful sufficient condition for proving that a 
set has measure 0 in a complexity class. 
1. Introduction. 
This paper is a contribution to resource-bounded measure. Resource-bounded 
measure is a complexity-theoretic generalization of classical measure theory. Since 
its introduction in 1992 [Lut 92], a lot of progress has been made in this field. For 
recent surveys, see [Lut 97], [AM] or [BT]. 
Resource-bounded measure is defined by using martingales, which are strategies 
for betting on whether or not strings belong to a language (subset of {0,1}*). Mar­
tingales were introduced in the 1930's by Ville [vi39] and were used extensively in 
Key words and phrases, martingale, resource-bounded measure, Kolmogorov zero-one law, com­
putational complexity.. 
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the 1970's by Schnorr [Sc70, Sc71a, Sc71b, Sc73 ] in his investigation of random 
sequences. Formally, a martingale is a function d : {0,1}* —y [0, oo) such that 
2d(w) = d(wl) + J(zwO) for any w E {0,1}*. 
A martingale d is said to succeed on an infinite sequence x if lim supn_>.00 d(x[Q..n — 
1]) = +oo. S°°[<f] := {x E C such that d succeeds on x}, where Cantor Space C is 
the class of all infinite binary sequences. 
We say d covers an infinite sequence x if there is a n E N such that <i(z[0..n — 1]) > 
1. 
Briefly speaking, if A is a resource bound (an appropriate class of functions from 
{0,1}* into {0,1}*), then A induces measure structure on a corresponding class 12(A) 
of decision problems in the following way (which will be explained in Section 2). We 
say that a set X of infinite sequences has measure 0 in 12(A) and write /z(.X~|12(A)) = 0 
if there is a martingale d that succeeds on every element of X fi 12(A) and is com­
putable in the resource bound A. We say that X has measure 1 in 12(A) and we 
write //(X|12(A)) = 1 if Xe, the complement of X in Cantor space C, has measure 0 
in 12(A). 
When A is the class of all functions from {0,1}* into {0,1}*, 12(A) is the Can­
tor space C. In this case, the above definition is known [Vi39] to be equivalent to 
the classical definition of Lebesgue measure 0 and Lebesgue measure 1 subsets of C. 
However, Lutz [Lut92] showed that A can be also chosen so that 12(A) is a compu­
tationally interesting, countable subset of C, such as REC (the class of all decidable 
languages), E = U'^.1DTIME(2cn), E2 = U^:1DTIME(2nC), etc., and that the 
above definition yields nontrivial, useful measures in such classes. 
One of the fundamental theorems of resource-bounded measure is the resource-
bounded Kolmogorov zero-one law in [RBM]. This result concerns tail sets. A set of 
languages is a tail set (or is closed under finite variations) if every language that has 
finite symmetric difference with some element of X is itself an element of X. Notice 
that all sets of languages of complexity-theoretic interest are tail sets. 
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The resource-bounded Kolmogorov zero-one law [RBM] says that, if X is a tail 
set that is measurable in 12(A) (measurability in R( A) is a complexity-theoretic gen­
eralization of classic Lebesgue measurability and is defined in [RBM] ), then either 
/i(X|12(A)) = 0 or /z(-X"|12(A)) = 1. When 12(A) = C, this is precisely the classic 
zero-one law of Kolmogorov [Kol33]. 
In this paper, we prove a stronger form of the resource-bounded Kolmogorov zero-
one law. In order to understand this strengthening and its significance, we need 
to consider the concept of resource-bounded outer measure. For each set X of lan­
guages, Lutz [RBM] defined the resource-bounded outer measure of X in 12(A), 
written fi°(_X"|12(A)), to be the infimum of all d(A) (where A is the empty string ) for 
which d is a martingale that covers every element of X D 12(A) and is computable in 
the resource bound A. Note that /u°(X|12(A)) is defined and 0 < ££°(X|12(A)) < 1 
for all X Ç C. Lutz proved the following result 
Fact 1.1 [RBM]. If X is measurable in 12(A), then ^(X|12(A)) = yu°(X|12(A)). 
The main lemma in Lutz's proof of the zero-one law was the following 
Lemma 1.2 [RBM]. If X is a tail set, then /z°(X[12(A)) = 0 or /LZ°(X|12(A)) = 1. 
Fact 1.1 and Lemma 1.2 immediately imply the following. 
Theorem 1.3 ( Resource-Bounded Kolmogorov Zero-One Law [RBM]). If X is a 
tail set that is measurable in 12(A), then ^(X|12(A)) = 0 or /z(_X"|12(A)) = 1. 
By Fact 1.1, Theorem 1.3 can be stated in the following equivalent form 
Theorem 1.3'(restatement of Theorem 1.3). If % is a tail set that is measurable 
in 12(A) and /i°(jf [12(A)) < 1, then p(X|12(A)) = 0. 
In this paper we strengthen Theorem 1.3' by removing the measurability hypoth­
esis. We prove the following. 
Theorem 1.4(Strong Resource-Bounded Kolmogorov Zero-One Law). If X is a 
tail set and /i°(X| 12(A)) < 1, then /i(X[12(A)) = 0. 
In the classical case, where 12(A) = C, Theorem 1.4 follows from Lemma 1.2, and 
is therefore equivalent to Theorem 1.3', because every set with outer measure 0 is 
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measurable. However, when R( A) = E, Lutz [RBM] has constructed a set X such 
that //°(X|i2(A)) = 0, but /i(X[12(A)) 7^ 0 ( X is not measurable in 12(A)). This 
example is easily modified to give analogous examples when 12(A) is R.1TC, E% ,etc. 
Thus, in classes of complexity-theoretic interest, the condition //(X|12(A)) = 0 is 
stronger than fj?(-X"|12(A)) = 0. Thus Theorem 1.4 is stronger than Theorem 1.3'. 
The real content of this strengthening is that if X is a tail set (an essential hypothe­
sis!), then the conditions £z°(X| 12(A)) < 1, /z°(X|12(A)) = 0 and fj,(X\R(A)) = 0 are 
all equivalent. 
Our strong resource-bounded Kolmogorov zero-one law is interesting from a the­
oretical point of view, but it is also useful, because it simplifies the task of proving 
measure results. 
In practice to date, proving that a set X has measure 0 in a class 12(A) has gen­
erally involved the construction of a single martingale d that is computable in A and 
succeeds on every element of X fl 12(A) (as in the above definition of measure 0 sets 
in 12(A) ), or else (as in [Lut92]) the construction of an infinite sequence do, di... 
of martingales such that the entire sequence is uniformly computable in A, each 
dk(X) < 2~k, and each dk covers every element of X fl 12(A). By Theorem 1.4, it now 
suffices to define a single A-computable martingale d that starts with some amount 
of money less than one dollar (e.g., c?(A) = 99 cents) and eventually increases its 
capital to at least one dollar on every element of X Pi 12(A). This would simplify 
several existing resource-bounded measure proofs, and may be expected to simplify 
more such proofs in future research. 
For simplicity, we have restricted the above discussion to resource-bounded fj-
measure, where \x is the uniform probability measure on C. In fact, the classical 
Kolmogorov zero-one law holds for every coin-toss (i.e., product) probability mea­
sure v on C[Kol33], and the resource-bounded Kolmogorov zero-one law holds for 
every coin-toss probability measure v on C that is computable in A [RBM]. Simi­
larly, our strong Kolmogorov zero-one law is more general than Theorem 1.4. We 
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shall prove that it holds for every coin-toss probability measure u on C that is 
strongly positive (i.e., has coin biases bounded away from 0 and 1) and computable 
in A. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives Preliminary notation and 
terminology. In Section 3, we give needed definitions concerning resource-bounded 
martingales. In Section 4, we state our main results. In Section 5, we prove the Main 
Lemma in Section 4. 
2. Preliminaries. 
In this paper, N is the set of nonnegative integers, and R is the set of real numbers. 
We write {0,1}* for the set of all finite binary strings, and we write |z| for the 
length of a string x. The empty string , A, is the unique string of length 0. The 
standard enumeration of {0,1}* is the sequence s0 = A, si = 0, s-i = 1, S3 = 00, s4 = 
01,... ordered first by length and then lexicographically. For n E iV, {0,1}" denotes 
the set of all strings of length n. If a: is a string or an infinite binary sequence, and 
if 0 < i < j < |x|, then is the string consisting of the ith through jth bits of 
x. In particular, x[0..z* — 1] is the z-bit prefix of x. We define x[0.. — 1] to be A, the 
empty string. 
We work in the Cantor space C, consisting of all languages (i.e. decision problems 
A Ç {0,1}*). We identify each language A with its characteristic sequence, which 
is the infinite binary sequence whose nth bit is 1 if sra E A and 0 otherwise, for each 
n E N. Relying on this identification, we also consider C to be the set of all infinite 
binary sequences. 
REC is the class of all decidable languages. 
E = U~1DT/M£(2cn). 
E2 = U~ 1 DTIME(2 n C ) .  
all is the set of all functions from {0,1}* into {0,1}* . 
rec is the set of all computable functions from {0,1}* into {0,1}* . 
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p is the set of functions from {0,1}* into {0,1}* that are polynomial time com­
putable. 
P2 is the set of functions from {0,1}* into {0,1}* that are computable within time 
bound 
Given a resource bound A (an appropriate class of functions from {0,1}* into 
{0,1}*), Lutz [Lut92] defined a class 12(A) of decision problems that corresponds to 
A. For the classes of interest in this paper, we have the following correspondences. 
12(all) = C 
12(rec) = REC. 
12(P) = E. 
-R(pz) = E2. 
Definition. Let X Ç C. We say X is closed under finite variations (or X is a 
tail set ) if for any A,B Ç {0,1}* (i.e. A, B G C), when (A — B) U (B — A) is a finite 
set, A Ç X implies B G X. 
Fact. For any resource bound A, 12(A) is closed under finite variations. 
3. Martingales. 
Definition A probability measure on C is a function u : {0,1}* —> [0, oo), such 
that z/(A) = 1 and u{w) = u(wl) + z/(w0) for all w G {0,1}*. 
Let (3 = (/?0,/?i-.) be a sequence of real numbers such that 0 < /3; < 1 for i G N. 
We say v is the /? -product probability measure (or /3 -coin-toss probability measure) 
i f  f o r  eve ry  w G {0 ,1}* ,  i / (w l )  =  v{w) f i \ w \  and  z / (u ;0 )  =  u(w) ( l  — f i \ w \ ) -
Example. J£ j3i = - for every i G IV", then the j3 -product probability measure is 
fx, the uniform probability measure on C. 
(3 is called strongly positive if there is an e > 0 such that £</?,-< 1 — £ for every 
i G N. 
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In what follows, v is always the /? -product probability measure for some strongly 
positive /?. 
Definition. A v-betting strategy is a function s : {0,1}* x {0,1} —y [0, oo) such 
that for any w E {0,1}*, s(io, l)i/(iol) 4- s(w, 0)i/(tw0) = i'{w), i.e., s(u;, V)(3\w\ -+-
s(w,0)(l — (3\w\) = 1-
Given a E [0, +oo), a and s induce a martingale d : {0,1}* —y [0, +oo) recursively 
by d(A) = a and d{wb) = d(w)s(w, b) for every w E {0,1}*, b E {0,1}. 
Intuitively, d( \ )  is the initial capital we have in a fair (relative to u)  betting game, 
s is a strategy for betting, and d(w) is the capital we have if the outcomes are the 
bits of to. 
Let t  :  N  —y  N  be a nodecreasing function such that t ( n )  >  n  for every n  E N.  
Definition. We say that a strategy s is t-computable if there is a function s : 
{0,1}* x {0,1} x iV > [0, +oo) such that the following conditions hold. 
1. There is an algorithm to compute s(iu,6,r) in no more than t(|iv| -H+r) steps, 
for any w E {0,1}*, b E {0,1} and r E N. 
2. |s (w ,b , r )  — s(iu, 6)| < 2~r for any w E {0,1}*, b E {0,1} and r E N. 
Let 8 be a nonempty set of functions from N into N. We say that s is S-computable 
if there is a t E 8 such that s is ^-computable. 
If martingale d is induced by a and s, then we say that d is t-computable if s is 
(-computable. We say that d is 8-computable if s is «^-computable. 
Definition. A martingale d is said to succeed on an infinite binary sequence x if 
limsupra_).00 d(x\0..n — 1]) = -(-oo. 5°°[<i] := {x E C such that d succeeds on x} 
Definition. A class X of languages has t-measure 0 (fj.t(X) = 0) if there is a 
(-computable martingale d that succeeds on every element of X. 
Definition. Let 8 be a nonempty set of functions from N into N. A class X has 
8-measure  0  ( f j , s (X )  =0)  i f  X has  ( -measu re  0  fo r  some  (  E  8 .  
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Definition. We say that d covers an infinite binary sequence x if there is an 
n E N such that <f(x[0..n — 1]) > 1. 
Note that if n = 0, d([0.. — 1]) = d(A). 
Definition. We say that a martingale d covers a class X of languages if d covers 
every element of X. 
Definition. 5'1[c(] := {x E C such that d covers x}. 
Observe that if d(A) > 1, then = C. 
4. Main Results. 
In what follows, u is always the /3-product probability measure for some strongly 
positive /?. 
Main Lemma. Let z/ be a strongly positive /^-product probability measure. Let 
to : N —y N be a nondecreasing function such that to(n) > n for every n E iV. Let 
f i  :  N  —y  N  be  such  t ha t  i s  nondec rea s ing  and  t \ ( n )  >  n 2 t o (n 2 )  fo r  eve ry  n  E N.  
Let X Ç C be closed under finite variations. If there is a (Q-computable martingale 
do that covers X with do(X) < 1, then there is a £i-computable martingale d\ that 
succeeds on X, therefore /zt1(X) = 0. 
The proof of this lemma is involved. We defer the proof to section 5. 
The main lemma immediately implies the following 
Theorem 1. Let u be the /^-product probability measure where (3 is strongly pos­
itive. Let 8 be a class of functions from N into N such that if t E 8, t is nondecreasing 
and t(n) > n for n E N, then there is a ti E 8 such that t\ is nondecreasing and 
t\(n) > n2t(n2), for n E N. Let X Ç C be closed under finite variations. If there is 
a (^-computable ^/-martingale do that covers X with do(X) < 1, then fis(X) = 0. 
Let poly be the set of polynomial functions from N into N. 
Let poly2 be the set of functions from N into N which are of the form of 29^logn^, 
where g E poly 
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Let recur be the set of all computable functions from N into N. Clearly poly, 
poly2 and recur satisfy the hypothesis in the main theorem. 
Let 5 be recur (or poly, or poly2), the main theorem immediately imply the 
following 
Corollary 1. Let v be a strongly positive /3-product probability measure. Let 
X Ç C be closed under finite variations. If there is a recur(poly, poly2 ^ -computable 
^/-martingale d0 that covers X with d0(X) < 1, then /^recur(poly,poly2)(-^0 = 0. 
Let d be a function from {0,1}* into {0,1}*. Then d is computable in the resource 
bound rec(p,p2) if and only if d is recur(poly, poly2)-computable. Recall that 
i2(rec) = REC, 22(p) = E and 12(p2) = E2. 
If X is closed under finite variations, then for any resource bound A, X fl R(A) is 
closed under finite variations (Recall that f2(A) is closed under finite variations). 
Let A = rec(p,p2) respectively, from Corollary 1 (where X is replaced by X fl 
/2(A)), we have the following 
Main Theorem (Strong Resource-Bounded Kolmogorov Zero-One law). 
Let v be a strongly positive /3-product probability measure. Let X Ç C be closed 
under finite variations. Then 
1. If^°(X|REC) < 1, then ^(X|REC) =0. 
2. If A/°(X|E) < 1, then P(X|E) = 0. 
3. If ^°(X|E2) < 1, then p(X|E2) = 0. 
5. Proof of the Main Lemma. 
The main idea of the proof of the main lemm a is as follows. We construct a betting 
strategy si by learning the winning strategy from do. Let so be the betting strategy 
that induces do. 
For x E C, x = aia2..., We define si(ai...az-, at+i) := so(ai...az-, af+i) for 0 < i < 
ni, where n\ = min{n E N : do{a\...an) > 1}. Observe that ni < +oo if and only if 
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x 6 51[d0]. 
Now define 6162 — E C recursively by 6t+i = 1, if d0(bi ...6,1) < do(bi...b{), 
and = 0 otherwise. When x £ X, ni < +00. We define si(a\...a.i, aI+1) := 
so(6i...6niani+i...a,-,a,-+i), for n\ < i < where 
n2 := min{n > ni : do(bi...bniani+1...an) > 1}. 
If x E X, since % is closed under finite variations, bi...bniani-i-iani-f-2~- € X, so 
6I...6NIANI+IANI+2... € 51[C?0]- Since do(bib2—bi) < </Q(A) < 1 for any Z 6 IV, n2 < 
+00. Then we define ns and so on. Using induction, we can prove that when x E X. 
rii < +00 for every i E 2"+- If x E X, then 
di(gi—an, ) do(ai. . .an i  )  .  i 
<il(A) rf0(A) — rfo(^) 
L — & n 3 ) 2^2) ^ 1 
di(ai . . .an i  ) do(6i . . .6n i  ) — do (A) 
Thus
' - [*)(*)]»• By induction, > p^xjF for j E N. So 
x E 5"°°[c?i]. Therefore X Ç 5°°[<fi]. 
However, there are some problems. 
1. d 0  is not exactly computable. We do not know whether d(w)  > 1 or not. 
2. The denominator d(bi...bni) could be extremely small. So to obtain an accurate 
result, a huge running time is required. 
We have to make some modifications. If the readers understand the construction 
above, they may skip the following modified construction and proof (which are tedious 
but straightforward) without losing understanding of the nature of the problem. 
Now we start to prove our main lemma. 
Proof of the main lemma. Assume the hypothesis of the main lemma. Let 
so be the betting strategy that induces do, then So is to-computable. We define 
s : {0,1}* x {0,1} —h [0, +oo) by s(w, b) = for any w E {0,1}*, b E {0, l}, 
then s is a to-computable betting strategy with s (w ,  b) > ^ for any w E {0,1}*, 
b E {0,1}. S induces a martingale d with d{A) = 1. 
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Let Qf — </q(A) < 1. s (w ,  b )  = soCw^>)+1 > y/so ( w, b). So if do(w) > 1, then 
We shall define a (/-betting strategy si. First choose some D € R, 1 < D < 
D is of form where mi,m2 E iV. Let c,ci be sufficiently large positive integers 
such that > 1 (which will be used later in the proof of X Ç c > 10 
and 2Cl > ^ (which will be used in the proof of si is -computable ), where 0 < a < 
f3n < 1 — a for n E AT. Let s : {0,1}* x {0,1} x N —y [0, +00) be used to compute 
s. We recursively define 6j, &2... E {0,1} by 
6,+1 = 1 if s(6i...6i, 1, c + z) < I(6i0,c + z), 6,+i = 0 otherwise. 
Claim 1. s(&i...&i,6j+1) < 1 -f-21-Cc+I) for z E JV. 
Proof. Suppose not. Assume 6,+i = 1. (if 6I+i = 0, the proof is simular.) Then 
s(61...ôt-,l,c + z) > 1 + 2~(°+iK So s(61...6i, 0, c -f z) > l + 2~^c+i). s(è1...6I-, 0) > 1. 
Therefore s(&i-..&i, l)/9f +s(6i...5,-, 0)(1—/3Z) > /?,- + !—/?,- = 1. This is a contradiction. 
So the claim is proven. 
Claim 2. d(bi ...bm) < e2 ° for any m E JV. 
Proof . By claim 1, for any m E N, d(&i...&m) = flflo1 s(6i...ôz-,6I+i) 
< YlZo (1 + 21-(c+t')) < nSo e2l_(c+° = = e2^. 
Let d  : {0,1}* xN  —y  [0, +00) such that \ d (w , r )  — d (w) \  <  2~ r  for any w E {0,1}* 
and r E JV*. Given z = aia2... E C, we define no := 0, n\ := mz*n{z* E iV : 
<i(ai...ai, z + c) > D — 2~^I+c^}. If no such an i exists, ni := +00. If ri\ < +00, define 
n.2 := min{i > ni : d(bi ...6nia„1+i...a,-, z + c) > D — 2"™(I+C^}. J£ n2 < +00, define n3 
and so on. 
Given n  E N ,  Let j  E N  such that n j  < n <  r i j + i .  We define Si(a1...an, an+i) := 
s(&i...ônj.anj.+i...an,an+i). We shall show that X Ç S"00^] and that Si is tt-
computable. 
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If x = <zi<22... 6 X. Then x E S1^]- So there is a m E N such that do{ai...am) > 
1. By (3), d(ai...am) > > D. So ni < m < +oo. Since d(ai...ani ,ni+c) > D — 
2- ( " i+c ) ,  d( a i . . . a n i )  >D-2 1 ~(" i+ c ) .  The re fo re  >D-2 1 ~^ + C ^  >  D-
21~c. Since x E X, X is closed under finite variations, &i...6niani+i<zni+2--- E X Ç 
S1 [do]- By claim 2, for any m E iV, d(bi...bm) < e2* < So by (3), do(bi...bm) < 
1. A simular argument shows that n2 < oo and ^6l-"fy""],*1) — d0j>72 bn ) — 
So x > (^=ËF)2- By in­
duction, rii < +oo for z' E iV, and di(ai...ani) > ( * Y- Since Pe~2-e > 1-
x E 5°°[<fx]. Therefore X Ç 500[d1]. 
Now we prove that si is 11-computable. The running time for finding out b\, b2, ...bn 
is no more than nt0(2n + 1 + c). To compute d(wi...wm, r), where each to,- E {0,1}, 
r E N, We first compute W{+i, z" + cim + r + c) for 0 < z < m, then we use 
d(wi...wm) = n^ô1 s(iyi...iot-,u;1-+1) ~ s(wi—wii wi+i,* + cim + r + c). 
When we approximately compute ^"Iq1 s(twx...to,-, to,-+i, i + c%m + r + c), after we 
have computed the product of two terms, we only preserve the first m+cim+c+r bits 
(first bit is not 0), and ignore the rest bits to save running time. We let d(wi...wm, r) 
be this approximate product. The time to compute s(wi...wi, W{+i, i + c\m + r + 
c) for 0 < z* < m is no more than mto(2m + + r + c). After that the time 
to approximately compute s(wi...wi, wt+1, i + c\.m + r + c) (i.e., to compute 
<i(toi...tum,r)) is no more than 2m(m + c\m + c + r)2 steps. So d(u>i...wm,r) is 
compu ted  i n  no  more  t han  t ( |w |  +  r )  s t eps ,  whre  t (m)  =  mto f rn 1 ' 5 )  +  m 3  fo r  m  E  N.  
To compute Si(<zi-..an, an+i,r), we need to find out 6i,..., 6n, ni,...,rij and compute 
l(ai...an,an+i,r) . The total time is no more than t\(n + 1 + r). So si is t\-
computable. 
It remains to show that | z-|-cim + r-|-c) — d[w\...wm)\ < 
2—(r+1^ and when we approximately compute S(IOI...U;,-, M,-+I, z* + qm + r + c), 
the error caused by the truncation is no more than 2~"^r+1^. 
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Sketch of the proof: 
1 3 ( W l r + C )  - I I  =  x l ^...WiiWi+ui + ^ m + r + c)-
s(iy1,„.,toi,wt-+1)| < 2 x 2-(I'+cim+c+r). 
For each w E {0,1}*, let n = \w\ + 1. Then /?ns(tv, 1) + (1 — pn)s(w,0) = 1. So 
f3ns(w, 1) < 1. s(w, 1) < < j. Similarly s(w, 0) < j. Therefore 
d(ai...am) < (j)m,Vm E N,Vau —,am E {0,1} 
Then show that [[TT™^ K«i...u,n^+i,r)i _ 1( < 2_(r+1+Cim)_ ILAi .1—0 3(WI...TVI,WI+I_) 1  > — 
Thus, \UZ~o1 s(w1...wi,wi+1,r) — d(w1...wm)\ 
< d(wi...wm)i x itnsô1 - ii < ar * 2-<"»+=.™> < 2-w>. 
The proof that the error caused by the truncation is no more than 2—(r+I) is 
straightforward. We leave this proof to the readers. So the lemma is proven. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
In this dissertation, we provide some sufficient conditions for the existence of an 
invariant probability on (0,1) and some sufficient conditions for the nonexistence of 
invariant probability measures on (0,1) as well. These conditions are quite natural. 
When there exists an invariant probability on (0,1), we study the problem of the 
uniqueness of invariant probability measure on (0,1). We provide some sufficient 
conditions for the invariant probability measure to be unique. We also provide an 
example where C takes only two values such that there exist two distinct invariant 
probability distributions supported by the open interval (0,1). 
In this dissertation, we also study the resource bounded measure. It is shown 
that under Lutz's Strong Hypothesis, for any integer k that is at least 2, there is 
a sequence of k languages that is sequentially complete for NP, but no nontrivial 
permutation of this sequence is sequentially complete for NP. This is an application 
of resource bounded measure theory. In this dissertation, we prove a stronger version 
of Resource-Bounded Kolmogorov Zero-One Law. We prove that if a class X of 
languages is a tail set, and has outer-measure less than 1, then it is measurable and 
has resource-bounded measure 0. This setters a fairly basic question about resource 
bounded measure. 
The result about the uniqueness of the invariant probability measure on (0,1) 
requires C to have a positive density in a subinterval of (1,3). If C is concentrated in 
(3,4), the problem becomes much more difficult. Even for a constant C, the behavior 
of the dynamical system is quite complicated. It is well known that as C increases 
from 3 to 3.5699, bifucation phenomena occur. Will bifucation phenomena occur 
for C random as C increases from 3 to 3.5699? This is an interesting question. 
There are many interesting questions in resource bounded measure theory that need 
further investigation. For examples, the relation between resource bounded measure 
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and structure of complexity classes, the relation between resource bounded measure 
and algorithmic information. 
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